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t
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 20, 1976
1976 Calloway County High School Graduating Class
170 Seniors To Receive
Degrees, Calloway High
One hundred and seventy seniors are
scheduled to receive degrees in the
commencement exercises at Calloway
County High School on Monday, May 24,
at eight p.m. in Jeffrey gym.
Ron McAlister, principal, will
present the senior class, and William B.
Miller, superintendent, and Ferrel
Miller, chairman of the board, will
present the diplomas.
Valedictory addresses will be given
by Linda Avery and Kathy Calhoun.
The invocation will be by 0. B. Garland,
class vice-president, the welcome by
Peggy Rogers, class president, and
"Moments of Reflection" by Kathy
Harding, class reporter.
Special music will be by the School
Band, directed by Terry Goodwin, by
the Mixed Chorus, directed by Dan
McDaniel. and the benediction, The
Lord's Prayer." by Gary McClure and
Mary Bonner.
Baccalaureate
The Baccalaureate services will be
held Sunday at eight p.m. with the
sermon by Bro. Ed Casteel, minister of
the New Providence Church of Christ.
The. invocation will be by Rev. Charles
L. Yancy, minister of the Kirksey
Extended Ministry, and the benediction
by Rev. Lawson Williamson, minister
of the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Miss Vicki Weatherford will play the
processional and the recessional, with
Sunny and Warmer
Sunny and warmer today, high in the
low 80s. Fair and cool tonight, low in the
mid SOs. Partly cloudy and warm
Friday, high near 80 Saturday partly
cloudy and warm.
•
special music by the Mixed Chorus,
directed by Dan McDaniel.
Honors Day
The special honors day program for
the Seniors will be held Friday, May 21,
at two p.m. in Jeffrey gym. The public
is invited to all events.
Seniors graduating with a 90 or above
average are the following:
Linda Avery, Kathy Calhoun, Randy
Herndon, Peggy Rogers, Judy Kimbro,
Kathie broach, Gena Cleaver, Vicki
Weatherford, Pat Adams, Kathy
Jackson, Mike Farris, Don McCuiston,
Theresa Dover, Kevin Penick, Teresa
Moody, Martha McCallon, Regina
Cook, Kathy Todd,
Donna Tabers, Stanley Anderson,
Ftida Hicks, Danny Brittain, Sherry
Haley, Cindy Thornton Hester, Sharon
Buchanan, Ressa Buchanan, Sherry
Snyder, Rhonda Burkeen, Lisa Rogers,
Sandy Bibb, Becky Blackford, Becky
Imes, Kathy Harding, Teese Erwin,
Greg Byars, Krit Stubblefield,
Mary Cathy Easley, Joe Pat
Robertson, Rodney Jones, Barbara
Pierce, Bonnie Smith, Diane
McCuiston, Deborah Bynum, Lisa
Smith, Bonnie Lee Ann ) Edwards,
Kathy Scott, Sherry Morris, Ronald
Outland, Debbie Hill, Deborah Karen
Darnell, Kerry Wyatt, Tommy Riley,
Ronna Holt, Pamela Foster,
Reta Kimbro, Vanessa Eickhoff,
Cindy Bailey, Hal Crouch, Sandra
Stark, Sondra Pogue, Melanie Nor-
wood, Cynthia Jewell, Joe Dan Taylor,
Anthony Fike, Teresa Turley, Doug
Holt, Rickey Wilkerson. Cindy Rogers,
Diane Rhoades, and Floyd Dawson.
Other members of the graduating
class are as follows:
Andy Coles, Mark Wilson, Gary
McClure, Mary Kay Bonner, Jewell
4,46.t
r
Hamilton, Patricia Gail Sheridan,
Regina Windsor, Barbara Griffin, Don
Wilson, Rita Watkins, Donna Overcast,
Sandra Gray, Charles Enoch,
Joseph, Joan Matheny, Betty
Donna Boggess, Ken Orr Br
Richard Nesbitt,
Rita Gibson, Joseph Janacek, is
McCallon, Randy Walker, Minda
Tommy Carraway, David Will
Kerry Vasseur, Brad Belcher, SW*
Phillips, Ricky Starks, Beverly Adams;
Sheila Edwards, Cheryl Lewis. Clara
Adams, Terry Vance, Debra Cherry,
Anna Ross. Teresa Gibson,
Keith L. Smith, Terry W. Rogers,
Sheila Kirk, Kerry Stone, Karen
Causey, Gary Henson, Debbie Dowdy
Dianna Lawrence, Kendred Paschall,
Peggy Potts, Joel Smith, Terry Beane,
Randy McDaniel, Sam Underwood,
Gregory Story, Bruce A. Fogle, Ken-
neth White, Jimmy Cooper, Doyle
Milby, Charlotte Ahart, David W.
Rudolph, Roger Hendon, Howard K.
Darnell,
Steve Johnson, Jerry Tucker,
William E. Farrar, Wanda Crutcher,
Allen Morris, Monty Wilson, Craig
Thweatt, Phillip A. Coles, Carl Doran,
Jeff Recker, Ronnie Green, Cindy
Bennett, Rhonda McClure, Daniel
Crass, Frank Crider, Doyle Futrell,
Debbie McClure, Jackie Brown,
Charles G. Eakers, Lance Hooks,
Thomas Harper, 0. B. Garland, Bonnie
Parrish, Randy Pruitt,
Barry Braboy, Cecil K. Higgins,
Darla Puckett, Terry Bogard, Beverly
Ann Penny, Kenneth Colley, York
Stunson, Steve Mathis, Larry Gene
Smith, Alan Armstrong, Donald P.
Hart, Mellisa Ann Hale, Dewayne











TM CIRCUS IS COMING — Cirrus Day will be Satu
rday. June ; in viurra%, as the Murray-Calloway Cou
nty
lavcees sponsor the King Brothers 
three-ring circus at the fairgrounds The (iriuc will stage two pe
rformances, at
4:10 and 8:00 p. m.
15 Per Copy One Section — 14 Pages
Resignation Of Cowan
Asked For, and Received
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Acting
Kentucky Corrections Commissioner
John L. Smith has asked for and
received the resignation of Kentucky
State Penitentiary Superintendent
Henry Cowan.
Smith said in a statement issued,.
Wednesday night that Cowan's "ad-
ministration of (the) Eddyville
(facility) has had much to commend it.
But continuing criticisms of Mr.
Cowan, culminating with those con-
tained in the report of the governor's
select advisory committee on Kentucky
penal institutions, have in my
judgement created a climate that
severely limits his future effectiveness
as superintendent."
The acting commissioner scheduled a
press conference for today in Frank-
fort, at which he was expected to
elaborate on the change in prison
personnel.
Smith, who is also state secretary of
justice, was named acting corrections
commissioner May 7 by Gov. Julian
Carroll, replacing Charles Holmes as
the state's top corrections official.
Scott To Host Meeting,
State Municipal League
Mayor John Scott will be host mayor
for a meeting of the Kentucky
Municipal League, an organization of
cities representing over 77 per cent of
the Commonwealth.
The meeting will beheld at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park Monday, May
24 at one p.m., beginning with technical
assistance workshops.
"These meetings represent an op-
portunity for city officials to meet
together and discuss mutual problems
of interest as well as to learn of recent
developments that affect their duties as
city officials," Scott said.
Topics to be discussed at the af-
uernoan workshrips WIll include-41r
general overview of the 1976 General
Assembly; a workshop entitled "How to
Make Ends Meet in Your City Budget;"
and a session dealing with current
municipal developments in Kentucky.




Fred L. Gillum, County Extension
Agent for 4-H Club in Calloway County,
will be honored at a reception on
Sunday, May 23, from two to four p. m.
at the social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
The reception is being given by the 4-
H Club Council and all friends of the
Gillum family are invited to attend.
Gillum, who had been Extension
Agent in 4-H since June 1970, is taking a
Fred L. Gillum
new position with the Allied Millin
g
Company and will be working as Area
Sales Representatiye for the company.
He and his wife. Barbara, and fo
ur
Children will continue to reside at 
their
farm home near Kirksey.
The Calloway man received 
his
Bachelor of Science degree in 
animal
science and chemistry from 
the
University of Kentucky in 196
9. He
served as vice-president of Alpha 
Zeta,
an honorary agricultural fraterni
ty;
member of the University of 
Kentucky
livestock judging team: 
and a
treasurer of Block 8/ Bridle 
Animal
Science nub.
Since June of 1970, Gillum has wo
rked
with local leaden in designing 
and
implementing 4-H youth 
development
programs. He has worked closely 
with
leaders, parents. and the 
County 4-H
Council.
followed by a reception and an evening
dinner meeting. The reception will be
held from five p.m. to six p.m. with
dinner at six p.m. The evening
meetings will have no formal program,
as city officials will discuss some of the
major legislative actions of the 1976





Four persons entered pleas of guilt
in Calloway Circuit Court this morning,
according to court records.
Ricky King and Billy Barnett, in-
dicted for third degree burglary, en-
tered pleas of guilty and were
recommended for one year prison
terms. Final sentencing will he June 10.
Connie Ramsey entered a plea of
guilty and received a recommendation
of one year in prison on a charge of
theft, according to court records. Final
sentencing will be June 10.
Robert Myers entered a plea of guilty
to a reduced charge of wanton 
en-
dangerment in the second degree and
received a $500 fine and a six months
suspended sentence, with one year
probation. according to court records.
Also made public was an indictmen
t
returned by the May Grand Jury for
Linda Robertson, for trafficking in
phenobarbitol, according to court
records. She was released on $5,000






Carroll asked Holmes to resign prior
to naming Smith acting commissioner.
Smith said Cowan's resignation was
"in the best interests of Kentucky's
corrections system."
Allegations of corruption and
wrongdoing in the state's prison system
recently prompted the appointment by
Gov. Carroll of a special panel to in-
vestigate the state's corrections
system.
The blue ribbon panel has issued a
report to the governor on its findings.
Smith said he reached his decision to
ask Cowan to resign based on the
contents of the report and on his own
experience during the five months in
which he has served as justice
secretary.
Ken Brandenburgh, deputy secretary
of justice, has been named by Smith to
"supervise the operations at
Eddyville."
He said Brandenburgh will run the
prison "in a manner consistent with the
goals and objectives enunciated by me
on May 7, when I assumed the post of
corrections commissioner."
Smith said he has requested technical
assistance from the Federal Bureau of
Prisons "during this transition period."
He said Norman Carlson, director of
the bureau, has asked Charles Fenton,
warden of the federal penitentiary at












Deaths & Funerals 14
Suit Filed In
Circuit Court
A lawsuit involving a traffic accident
last year has been filed in Calloway
Circuit Court, according to court
records.
The suit, filed by Nitaree McCallon,
for the estate of E. Hoyt McCallon, asks
for damages in the amount of $1,075,000,
records show. The defendants in the
sun are named as James Allen Bibb
and Jerry G. Bibb.
The suit involved an accident which
occurred June 23 on Highway 783,




A fire of unknown origin caused
heavy damage to an apartment in
Orchard Heights, on the Murray State
campus early this snorning, according
to Murray City Fire Department
reports.
The fire, at No. 14, Orchard His., was
extinguished with the booster Four
trucks and 20 men answered the call
A Bicentennial musical, "Revolutionary 
Ideas" by Burvl Red, will be presen-
ted by the Murras, High School Chor
us, Joan Bowker, director, on Monday
May 24, at 7:30 p. m. at the Murray Middle 
School auditorium. Paul Clayton
will have the lead role with supporting 
members being Mike Pitts, Donna
Bailey, Debbie Gadberry, Mitchell Mowery, 
Sherry Nall, and Steve Hussung.
Other members of the chorus will be lenni
e Francis, Althia Parham, Artie Pet-
ty, Lori Wan Alstyne, Kim Alley Ann Cla
rk, lean Cole, Cheryl Hatcher, Karen
Jackson, Kathy May, krista Russell, Mela
nie Rrahhiss, Lisa Francis. Linda Hart
Varenda Mathis, Donna Mueller, Kelly Robi
nson, Karen Turner, Cheryl Milam,
Renee Taylor. Mark Vinson, and Lisa Winters, P
ictured above, left to right, are
Jean Cole, Mark Alan Vinson. Debbie Gadberry
. and Ann Clark, Admission will
he 51.00 for adults and 30 cents for 
students and children.
I See Gillum. Page 14!
PAGE 3 THE NW




















a future youll probably live to see.
11=
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I MURRAY " Open 7:30-Start 8:1S,IVE cygrea-ztrt—e Thru Wed.
Waldrup-Wright Vows Are Read
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Milton Wright
The wedding of Miss Donna
Kaye. Waldrup, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus
Waldrup of Murray Route
Three, and Randy Milton
Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Wright of Murray, was
solemnized in a spring
ceremony at the seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ with
Bro. John Dale officiating.
Two lighted candelabra
holding fourteen candles
entwined with ivy, baby
breath and satin bows cen-
tered the altar. On each side
were baskets of white gladioli
and large daisies of blue, pink,
yellow, and green.
A program of songs was
sung by Jerry Bolls and his
singing group.
Mrs. Carol Marine
registered the guests at the
table covered with a white
lace cloth and centered with a
white china bud vase filled
with multi-colored daisies.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
was radiant in her gown
designed by herself and made
by Maxine Darnall. friend of
the bride. The gown, made of
bridal satin, Belgium lace,
and illusion, was designed
with a bodice formed by white
satin scalloped toward the
center and ending in a v
neckline. The neckline, made
of illusion and lace, flowed to
the floor and was tipped with a
lace ruffle around the edge of
the dress. The waistline was
formed by illusion going into
an empire waistline. Her
neckline was formed by
shaping the lace into rose
petals and covering the lace
with pearls. Her sleeves were
of illusion and lace, bell
capped at the top .and
scalloped with lace around the
elbow extending the illusion
down to the arm going into a
point at the tip of the hand
which was adorned with
pearls.
The train of the dress was of
satin, illusion, and lace and
flowed into a point in the back
being covered by her three
tiered veil. Her veil was at-
tached to a headpiece of white
satin ribbon covered with
pearls.
The bride wore pearl
earrings previously given to
her by the groom for
Western Kentucky's Most Beautiful
POOL OPENS
10 30 a m Saturday May 22 You must see this
beautiful pool to appreciate if You won t believe how
clear the viater is The six racing lanes and the one and
three meter diving boards makes this the finest swim
ming facility anywhere around' Cali for an appointment
and a per sore/ tour of our fine facilit,os
753-0129
MURRAY TENNIS CENTER, INC
HWY 641, One Mile North ot Nitirra
something hold; a pewter
bracelet, gift of the groom, for
something new; a necklace by
Tres-sa Brewer, bridesmaid,
for something borrowed; a
garter worn by the groom's
mother at her wedding for
something blue; and a six
pence in hilk shoe for "good
luck."
She carried a nosegay
centered with a white orchid
surrounded by white roles.
baby's breath, and strings of
pearls.
Miss Janie Duncan, rase' d
of honor, wore a floor leigth
dress of light blue polysfer
crepe with puffed sleeves.and
a squarc neckline with az
empire waist, and a floplbEiti
white with light blue NSA
around it and a daisy- oh die
right side. She carried a
nosegay of white, blue, yellow,
pink, and green daisies with
rainbow ribbons.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Denna Waldrup, sister of the
bride, Miss Tressa Brewer,
cousin of the groom, and Miss
Theresa Dover. Their dresses
of polyester crepe were of the
spring colors of pink, yellow,
and green designed with v
necklines and empire waists.
The jackets had ruffles on the
sleeves and around the
necklines. Their hats were
white covered with the ribbon
that matched their dresses
and they carried nosegays like
that of Miss Duncan.
Larry Wright, brother of the
groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were James
Yates, Jody McCoart, and
Roger Leslie. The groom was
attired in a white tuxedo with
a white rose tipped in light
blue with baby's breath as his
boutonniere. The men at-
tendants wore tuxedoes of
black with white shirts and
white boutonnieres.
Mikeal York, cousin of the
bride, was the ringbearer, and
carried a white satin heart
shaped pillow tied with love
knots holding the rings.
Miss Shelby Morgan, cousin
of the groom, was flower girl
and wore a white polyester
crepe dress with yellow, blue,
green, and pink flowers in the
background. Her headpiece
was light blue and had light
blue roses around the bands.
She was escorted by Byron
Johnson, cousin of the groom,
and carried rose petals of
blue, white, pink, and yellow
in a basket of white straw
trimmed with greenery and
blue satin ribbon forming love
knots.
Mrs Waldrup, mother of the
bride, wore a floor length shirt
waist dress of nile green lace
underlined with crepe,
featuring long full sleeves
ending in ruffles, a ruffle down
the front, and a satin helt.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Wright, was attired ilZ a floor
length empire waist dress of
crepe with a jacket of the
same material which formed
a ruffle around the neck and
around the bottom of the
jacket Sequins adorned the
jacket. They both wore white
orchids.
Grandmothers of the bridal
couple were presented cor-
sages, who were Mrs. Lela
•
Waldrup, Mrs. Pearl Johnson,
and Mrs. Emmett Wright.
Reception
The reception was held in
the multi-purpose room of the
church and was decorated
with white, blue, and pink
crepe paper ribbons with
white wedding bells hanging
over the bride and groom's
table.
The bride's table was
covered with a white satin
cloth draped to the floor with
pink satin ribbons meeting in
the center and connecting with
:he large two silver wedding
bands forming a bow in the
center. The three tiered
wedding cake was decorated
in white with pink scallops
around the edges and pink
roses tipped in light green
around the cake. The cake was
made by the father of the
groom.
Accenting the groom's table
Was a silver punch bowl with
an arrangement of multi-
colored daisies in a decorative
vase. Wedding doves were
also on the table.
Serving the guests were Mrs.
Linda Cullop, Mrs. Maxine
Darnall, Mrs. Berlene
Brewer, Mrs. Gayle Johnson,
Mrs. Relma Walston, Mrs.
Euple Bogard, and Gayle
Wright.
As the guests entered the
reception room they were
given rice bags with pink,
yellow, green, and blue satin
ribbons by Michelle and
Marcy Marine, cousins of the
groom.
The wedding was directed
by Jeannie Morgan, Gayle
Wright, Gail Johnson, and
Betty York.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Memphis, Tenn., and
Biloxi, Miss., with the bride
wearing an aqua pantsuit with
the orchid from her bridal
bouquet. They are now
residing in Murray.
Out of town quests included
Mr. and Mrs. Robert York and
son, Mikeal, Mr. and Mrs.
Emmett Wright, and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Sturgeon and son,
rRogers.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents. Mr
and Mrs. David Wright, en-
tertained with a rehearsal
dinner in the multi-purpose
room of the churclx. Thirty
persons attended the dinner.
Mr.86a744.
ROGERS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Buron
Rogers of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl, Alisha
Marie, weighing eight pounds,
born on Monday, May 17, at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Potent Pokon
Ammonia, now as always
a popular household cleaning
agent, is a potent poison that
also can cause burns if
spilled on the skin, the Na-
tional Safety Council says.
Wear rubber or plastic
gloves when handling.
Friendship Homemakers Club
Elects Officers At Meeting
Mrs. Lorna Cathey,
president of the Friendship
Homemakers Club, presided
at the meeting of the club held
on Monday, May 10, at 9:30
a. m.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Judy Stahler who also
gave a brief summary of the
Homemakers Trip to Holly
Springs, Miss.
"Preserving Flowers" was
the subject of the lesson given
by Mrs. Cathey. Lessons for
1976-77 were selected.
New officers elected were
Mrs. Kay Adams, president,




A craft night was planned
May 27 at the home of Mrs.
Adams. The craft will be
"Basket Making."
Those present were Ruth
McLemore, Mary Wynn,
Nancy Lindsey, Heather
Clamme, Kay Adams, Lorna
Cathey, Judy Stahler, and
Vinita Winters, the latter a
new member. Eight children
were also present.








"As American as apple pie"
Is a true expression. "Pie" to
an American conjures up the
image of sweetened fresh fruit
sealed and baked in tender, fla-
ky pastry. The creators of this
dessert were pioneer women
who adapted fruits of the New
World to the traditional English
deep-dish, pastry-topped pies,
except the British original con-
tained meat. Early American
pies were necessarily shallow
be cqmmodities were
scarce. For the same reason,
the pie was round—literally to
"cut corners" and offer prec-














Now is the Time!
We have rocks and racks of dresses.
No need to wait for After-Memorial
Day Sales when you can save V.3 to
50% NOW and have a better selec-
tion, too. Come early. Take home a
closet full.




REG. 13.99 to 19.99 -
JEAN TOPS
REG. 8.99 to 15.99
NOW 999
399 To 599
(1) Behr's Charge• Master Charge• Bankamericard* 6)p




































































































DEAR ABBY: Some people seem to think that ju
st
because we have a large family, our yard is a publ
ic
playground. _ _
At ;his moment I- have 16 kids playing ball in my
backyard, and only seven of them are mine. My problem is
that the kids aren't allowed to play in other yards becau
se
they ruin the grass and fall in the flowers. I really d
on't
mind, but it wouldn't hurt some of the other parents t
o let
the kids play in their yard once in a while.
At night, the kids ask me to turn on my yard lights 
so
thay can play after supper. The yelling and the sc
reaming
can be heard for blocks.
When, oh when, will I have peace and quiet agai
n?
MOM WITH PUBLIC PLAYGROUND
DEAR MOM: Too soon. Count your blessings, 
Mom.
You're lucky your children are occupied in a
 healthy,
wholesome sport. You don't have to worry about w
here they
are, what they're doing and with whom. Anybody
 can raise
grass. It takes special people to raise children.
DEAR ABBY: I've been married to a good-looki
ng cross-
country truck driver for 10 years. I'm not the 
suspicious
type, but Friday night he came off the road wit
h two long
scratches on his left hip. They are fairly deep s
cratches, yet
neither his shorts or his trousers were ri
pped. Rather
peculiar, right?
When I asked him where the scratches came fr
om, he said
they were probably from a feather in one of th
e motel beds.
Now, Abby, I'd like to believe my husband, but
 do they
still have feather bedding in modern motels? 
And could
anybody get scratches like this from a feath
er?
NOT DUMB
DEAR NOT: It's unlikely that the scratches c
ame from a
feather. It was probably the whole chick. Keep 
your eyes
open.
DEAR ABBY: I am 22 and my fiancee is 21. Mary' (not
her real name( was raised from infancy by her aunt, whom
she calls "Mother." She never explained the reason for this,
but Mary's real mother, who is this aunt's sister, has
suddenly come into the picture, and she sometim
es
introduces Mary as "my daughter." Not that it matters,
hut Mary is the image of her real mother.
However, Mary never calls her real mother "Mother";
she calls her "Aunt," which is very confusing.
When I introduce Mary. her "real" mother and her aunt
to my family, how shall I introduce them?
I don't like to lie.
ON THE SPOT
DEAR ON: Mary has the right to address both her
mother and her aunt any way she wishes, but you shou
ld
explain to Mary that the discrepancy is confusing, so s
he
should clarify the relationship.
DEAR ABBY: We have three children, ages 4, 8 and 10.
Do you think my wife and I should sleep with our bed
room
door closed or not?
YOUNG AT HEART
DEAR YOUNG: If you want company, keep it op
en. If
you want privacy, keep it closed. If you want sec
urity, keep
it LOCKED.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely We
dding,'•
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Bev
erly Hills.
Calif. 90212 Please enclose a long, self-addressed. s
tamped
(244) envelope
Mrs. Ragsdale Entertains At
Luncheon, Arts & Crafts Club
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale en-
tertained the members of the
Arts and Crafts Club for a May
luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. The tables were
attractively arranged and
centered with a lovely
arrangement of roses.
Following the meal Mrs. Ed
Adams, chairman, presided
for a brief business session.
Mrs. Edgar Morris, secretary-
treasurer, gave the financial
report. Several members who
were ill and unable to attend
were remembered.
The chairman appointed a
nominating committee to
present a slate of officers for
1976-77 to be elected at the
next meeting. The committee
was composed of Mrs. A. M.
Thomas, Mrs. Edna Holland
and Mrs. Ebeth Cooper.
Members attending were
Mrs. Melas Linn, Mrs. R. W.
Churchill, Mrs. Edeth Cooper,
Mrs. Edna Holland, Mrs. A.
M. Thomas, Mrs. Ed Adams,
Mrs. Pauline Speegle, Mrs.
Neva Waters, Mrs. Edgar




BYW of First Baptis
t
Church will meet with Mr
s.
Mike Robertson at 7:30 p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will




Officers will be installed.
Women of the Moose will
have their executive session at
seven p.m. and business
session at eight p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m.
Men's Stag Night will be at
the Murray Country Club at
6:30 p.m. with James Dale
Clopton, Cecil Farris, Conrad
Jones, and Henry Fulton in
charge of arrangements.
Thursday, May 20
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
DeVanti's for a ladies' night
out.
Friday, May 21
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m.
Working hours at the
Greenhouse at St. John's
Episcopal Church for Senior
Citizens will be from 9:30 to
10:30 a.m.
Saturday, May 22
Oaks Country Club Belles
and Beaux Spring Scram-
blette will be held at the club.
Saturday, May 22
Members of the Twin
Lakers Good Sam Club will
have open house for their
camping rigs at Tucker TV lot
on Mayfield Highway 121 just
outside the city limits.
Interested persons may come
by Saturday to see the various
types of camping rigs by the
local camping club.
Saturday, May 22
The Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon meeting at
the club house at twelve noon.
Sunday, Mayn
A reception for Fred Gillum.
County Agent in 4-H Work, wiii
be held at the social hall of the
First United Methodist
Church from two to four p.m
The public is invited.
Your Individual Horoscope  
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 21.193
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find




'Sept. 24 to Oct. 23i
This could be a livelier day
than anticipated, and YOU can
meet all situations with grace
and agility. Romance favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntelV'
A fine outlook. Avoid the
unconventional, hasty or
erratic, however. -.)Cpu have real ,_pennis Day, singer.
opportunity to achieve; don't
Spoil it through indifference or
sporadic effort.
SAGITTARIUS
3°r4C-I#Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Some interesting activities
indicated but certain "dull"
matters will require attention
nonetheless. Attack with de-
termination and a realistic
point of view.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 34tna
An appropriate time for
reconnaissance. Make sure of
all procedures. Review preced-
ents and experiences of others
for enhghtment.
AQL'ARILS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You must recognize your
limitations, of course, but DO
strive to widen your boundaries,
broaden your horizons. Your
imagination at a peak now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
Your intuition is one of the
strongest in the zodiacal
spectrum. If you get a hunch
now, act on it. Stars are on your
,side.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
Tone down your innate
aggressiveness and self-will
now, Certain associates will be
oversensitive, will resent in-
terference of any kind.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good day for dealing with
superiors, with persons in
authority generally. Any or all
should be receptive to your
ideas.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211
Mercury restrictions lift. A
favorable report now gives you
the "green light" to go ahead
with important plans, decisions.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Stimulating influences now
heighten your ambitions and
energies, but don't overtax
yourself. Delegate some tasks
to associates.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
I•
A more or less routine day,
but some slightly uncon-
ventional and off-beat activities
during the evening hours could
be fun.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) CIL
WP
A top performance needs only
your good management and will
power — rarely found wanting
in the Vu-goan. Don't waste
time on nonessentials and,
above all, don't underestimate
minor gains.
LIBRA
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
Taurus-Gemini cuspal one'
born at the change of Signs),
are highly competent, ex-
tremely versatile and the
possessor of a most engaging
personality. Always -on your
toes" mentally, you never pass
up an opportunity, and your
eager enthusiasm for ac-
comphslunent is rarely dim-
med Thus you usually achieve
eminently high plateaus of
success while others are still
dawdling along and indulging in
wishfui thinking. You have a
great love of knowledge and a
lively curiosity which usually
attracts you to the ex-
traordinary in life. Many
scientists, writers, musicians,
architects, inventors and
physicians have been born in
this zodiacal sector. Birthdate
of Alexander Pope, Eng. poet:
Mrs. Riley Is Hostess For Group Meet
Mrs. Theron Riley opened
her home on Dogwood Drive
for the meeting of the Dorothy
Group of the First Baptist
Church Women held on
Tuesday, May 4, at ten a.m.
The devotion was presented
by Mrs. Lloyd Jacks who read
her scripture from II Peter
5:8. She gave her recipe for a
scripture cake for a person to
use to grow stronger
spiritually.
New officers elected for the
new church year were Mrs.
Hugh Noffsinger, chairman,
Mts. Lloyd Jacks, vice-
chairman, and Mrs. Castle
Parker, secretary-treasurer.
A discussion on projects for
the month of May was held by
the group.
Mrs. Riley served refresh-
ments while the members
shared the mission pro jeds
for the inonth of April.
PEAS MAKE PUREES:4
Good things you can do wit
split peas include package*
purees for freezing. Wht
thawed, they can be used filkr
quick dips, quick sotailt,







Along with the sunshine,
birdsongs, blossoms and other.:'
delights of summer, think crei
pretty shapes, provocative
legs and care-free dresses !*:14
It's the look for the woman A
who dares to be pretty!
Browse through our exciting :4
styles in junior, missy and ..4
half-sizes. Moderately priced





Red Lmore than just good looks!
LiFT: Stripe and embroidered T-shirt, SMI, in ma
rl, ind raspberry at only 
10.00: Pont in 5-13
in'marigold, raspberry and white at only 
20.00; C NT FR: Pvtdoworli T-shirt, SMI in 
marigold/pink
combination at 10.00; Short-short in 5-13; 
white, sweet hater and pink d
ogwood at only 11.00;
RIGHT: Ruffle tank top in SML, sweet butter and 
pink dogwood at 11.00; Short shor
t, in 513,
white, sweet butter and pink dogwood at 
7.00. pI entire grouP is 100% washable'
UNMISTAKABLY
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Spring brings many people into the
country to look at land to buy. Some of
the property bought on Sunday af-
ternoons for vacation and retirement
homes has developed into serious and
costly problems for consumers. While
most real estate people are reputable,
follow these tips to save yourself from
land sales schemes:
1. Get copies of the contract, the
property report, a map with the
location of your property clearly
marked and all other pertinent
documents. If a salesperson will not let
you take this information home, go
home without it, and without buying
property. There is no reason why you
should not be allowed to take this in-
formation home for further study or for
consultation with a lawyer.
2. Once you have the contract, read
it—all of it. Some caotracts allow the
seller to retain title to the property until
the buyer has paid in full. Under this
arrangement, if the buyer misses a
payment, the seller could resell the
property to someone else. If this hap-
pens, the consumer loses the land and a
probable increase in property values,
along with the higher interest rate his
money might have brought elsewhere.
the consumer would only be refunded
.the money paid until that time. Have
the property title transferred to you
:Immediately and always make
-.:payments on time.
3. If a salesman gives you any special
• assurance or guarantees, get them in
• writing. It's the written contract that
counts—not what you've been told. A
f...! legitimate business will be delighted to
put everything in writing; a swindler
will not. Our office has received
... complaints that consumers were told
one thing, while the contract said
..something else. If you are told
'something different from what is
 -:-eontained in the contract, go elsewhere
•- for your land—and go quickly.
4. Don't fall for the "last lot" routine.
*: If you have to sign immediately to
'Yreserve the lot, pass it up. There are
many more lots and many more
developments where the companies do
not use rush tactics.
5. Inspect the land! Consumers have
complained that their land was not
what was promised. If your land is to be
near a lake, ask to see the lake. If your
' land is an oversized lot, have it
. measured again. Check the property
report and compare it to what you see.
Bible Thought
. . . Ye seek Jesus of Nazareth
;:ifiishich was crucified: He is risen:
is not here: behold the place
..:where they laid Him. Mark 16:6.
We all need the reassurance of
.,; our immortality. It can be found in
our experience of the risen Lord. If




tot 4-`Did the medicine I gave your wife
Aast week straighten her out" "It sure
•.. did, doctor. I buried her yesterday."
When a young assistant asked Dr.
.':Charles Mayo why he hadn't dressed
?down a patient who had spoken in-
• sultingly to him, Dr. Mayo answered.
•:',:."One darn fool in the room was bad
;enough; there itas no sense in having
dawo in there."
,• Doctor: "This auto-repair business iif
yours looks like it is a highly profitable
enterprise." Mechanic: "Yes, it is, but
I'll never he happy until I can write
,s.prescriptions like you do."
Davenport, Iowa - Emmit McFee,
..34, was lying on an operating table as
doctors prepared to remove a bullet
''lodged in his lung. McFee coughed. The
' ,bullet came out of his mouth, The
Davenport man told police he was shot
during a quarrel at his home. lk
reportedly was shot oncoilitn the neck
; with a .22-caliber pistol. Hospital
personnel said the outlook for McFee
was "guarded." (Times-Democrat)
While entertaining musician-wit,
-Oscar Levant, at his Bucks County
.-;:home, George Kaufman offered his
Z.-friend an engaging business
•a,-proposition, based on Levant's
ere:reputation as a noxious influence.
';"We'll both walk through the main
1.e',..street of Bucks County, and I'll have
...".plueprints in my hand, and this will
e.:jead people to believe you're going to
t:build and settle down here. The local
74:inhabitants will become panic stricken.
it-and real estate will go down. Then we'll
you won't build, and we'll clean
up.''
Don't agree to sign now and see later,
with the option to cancel if you don't
like it. For one reason or another, you
may not be able to see the land until
your right to cancel has expired.
6. Just because the company or
development is registered with the
federal government !Department of
Housing and Urban Development I, that
does not mean the government has
inspected or endorsed the property.
7. Promises, promises—of smooth
roads, modern water and sewage
systems, fancy recreational facilities:
don't believe them. Have all promises
of future facilities put in writing.
8. Be prepared for high-pressure
sales tactics. Can you be talked into
buying anything? If so, leave your
checkbook at home and take a strong-
willed person with you. Make it a policy
to wait two days before investing,
giving you time to read carefully and to
ask around.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection, Room
34, The Capitol, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
The office has found that it can most
effectively deal with written com-
plaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The number is 1-
800-372-2960.
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Garrott's Galley
Meet The Man Who Put
Caywood Ledford On The Air
By M. C. Garrott
It was a pleasant surprise the other
day to have a good friend whom I
haven't seen for almost 30 years walk
into my office at Murray State.
He was Jay Barlow. I knew Jay when
I was editor of the Harlan Daily
Enterprise and he was an all-round
announcer with WHLN, the Harlan
radio station. Jack Gardner had him in
tow, and brought him by to see me.
Jack retired a year ago as the
assistant director of personnel services
at Murray State, and is now beating the
bushes for prospective representatives
for Harry Lee Waterfield's Investor's
Heritage Insurance Company in Frank-
fort.
Jay, who has been with Investor's
Heritage since 1968, is the company's
chief recruiter and director of its sales
training program. When Jack gets a
prospective sales representative lined
up, he whistles for Jay, who comes in,
sells him on going to work for the
company arid then supervises his
training until he can sell the product.
+++
Before joining Investor's Heritage,
Jay spent 17 years with WHLN, the first
radio station in Southeast Kentucky. He
points with pride at his distinction of
being "the man who put Cayivood
_umanely Speaking
'Written By The Hurnwie Society of Lailoway Cauasty
Summer Care for Your Dog
A dog's needs change during the
summer months. Don't be alarmed if
your dog pants heavily, doesn't eat as
much as he used to, and would rather
lie in the shade than chase a stick. The
hot, heavy, humid days that invade
westen Kentucky in the summertime
affect him just as they affect you.
Though you can't do much about the
weather, there are a number of things
you can do to make him more com-
fortable and to keep him healthy.
A few common-sense rules about food
arid shelter: First, make sure your dog
has ready access to fresh, cool water.
Scrub his drinking bowl out daily and
refill it often. Second, don't be upset if
his eating habits change. If his diet is
properly balanced, there is no need to
alter it, but quantities may be reduced.
Also, he may have a better appetite
later in the evening. Finally, a dog kept
outdoors needs shade. If there is no
natural shade from a tree or side of a
building, create some artificial shade
by an awning or other device.
External parasites multiply rapidly
during hot weather. Check your dog
often for fleas and ticks and for signs of
demodectic mange. Regular bathing
and thorough grooming help to
eliminate such parasites; also, a flea
and tick collar or dusting with flea and
tick powder twice a month is suggested.
A flea collar loses its effectiveness of
submerged in water, so be sure to
remove it if your dog likes to swim or if
you plan to wash him.
Don't clip a long-haired dog, thinking
he'll be cooler. A dog's fur coat is
natural insulation; he'll suffer far more
if he loses it. It you want to cool him off,
try a spray of cold water from a garden
hose. Some dogs love it — and some
hate it! Some dogs enjoy swimming, or
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treat water with a catlike disdain.
Experiment a little.
Finally, a word about heat
prostration: Every summer, hundreds
of dogs die of heat prostration, many of
them in locked cars while their owners
are shopping or visiting. The tem-
perature Inside an automobile on an
average day in August can rapidly
climb above 120 degrees — even if the
windows have been slightly rolled
down. Your dog is much more
vulnerable to heat than you are, so be
careful. Leave him in the shade or
indoors on hot days.
If your dog does get heat prostration,
he'll become very weak and will
eventually lose consciousness. His
tongue will look blue. Cool him down as
quickly as possible, and consult a
veterinarian immediately!
If you'd like more information about
the Humane Society of Calloway
County, write us at Box 2234, University
Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
110MG ilLAT
10 Years Ago
Aubrey r Red) Willoughby was
selected as Outstanding Civitan for
1965-66 for the Valley District at the
meeting held at Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G. T. Lilly, was named Out-
standing Senior Girl of the 1966 senior
class at Murray State University.
Dan L. McDaniel, Murray State
University Junior Music Major, has
been named for the 1966 Leslie R.
Putnam voice scholarship.
Ralph Guy died yesterday at
Chicago, Ill.
Robert W. Beaman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Beaman, was promoted to
Amry Specialist Four while serving in
Germany.
Mitzi Cook, Ann Dunaway, Ka)
Pinkley, Debbie Edmonds, Kathy
Lockhart, and Kathy Converse were
selected as cheerleaders at Murray
High School.
20 Years Ago
Residents of Murray will soon be
contacted in reference to their ap-
plications for natural gas service. Jack
Bryan has been elected superintendent
of the Murray Natural Gas System by
the City Council€,
Seventeen Murray State College
Cadets will receive honors in an annual
ROTC Awards Day cermeony in Cut-
chin Stadium on May 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Jackson an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Daytha Don, to James
Donald Dowdy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Dowdy
Wedding gowns of local persons
dating from 1916 to 1956 were modeled
at the meeting of the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. The
program theme was '' A Pageant of
Brides "
Mr and Mrs. Earl E. Workman of
Riverside, Calif., are the guests in the
home of his sister, Mrs. A. A. Doherty
and Mr Doherty.
Ledford on the air." Ledford, a
nationally-knovm radio sports an-
nouncer, is the voice of the Kentucky
Wildcats today.
Jay then served one term as the
Harlan County jailer and one as sheriff
before getting involved in politics and
moving on to Frankfort as an ad-
ministrative assistant to Henry ward,
then state highway commissioner. Had
Henry beaten Louie Nunn in the 1967
governor's race, no doubt, Jay would
have been a top figure in Frankfort in
state government.
While jailer, Jay's prisoner
population ranged from 85 to 140, and he
was the first jailer to provide television
entertainment in the jail. "We would
have as many as 40 in the bull pen at
times," he laughed, -and they would
have some of the dernest fights you
ever saw in there. The amazing thing,
though, was that the TV set wasn't
touched. Anybody who hurt that thing
would have been a dead man!"
We had a great visit, reminiscing
about Harlan, and it was good to learn
pat his mother, whom everyone over
&ere knows as "Granny Barlow," was
still well and active. She had our 32-
year-old son in kindergarten when he
was a little fellow. Now 91, she just
recently retired from teaching after 72
years of it. She also jest had her
driver's license renewed.
Jay and I belonged to the Harlan
Lions Club, which for years staged a
minstrel show to raise money for its
sight conservation program. One of the
biggest "cutups" in town, he was in 16
of them but I was only in two. Virtually
everyone in town was involved in it in
one way or another, and the practice
sessions ran for weeks.
When the show was finally ready, it
would be put on at a different high
school in the county each night for a
week, winding up on Saturday night in
the city of Harlan.
By then the cast was razor sharp.
Mr. Interlocutor" for the two min-
strels in which! had an "end man" part
along with Jay was a popular young
lawyer in town by the name of Jim
Brock. Jim went on to serve in the state
legislature and is now the circuit judge
in Harlan County, and making a good
one, according to Jay.
+++
"I was in Harlan not long ago," Jay
told me with a laugh, "when I went by
to see Jim. He was on the bench,
hearing evidence in a trial when I found
him. His eyesight and his hearing isn't
as good as it used to be, but he spotted
me standing by the door.
"Pushing his glasses down on his
nose and peering over them at me, he
reached for his gavel and banged on his
desk. This court is interrupted
momentarily for a special in-
troduction,' he said. 'A fellow just
walked in whom I want you to meet,
although I should have smelled him
before I saw him.'
-He then called me to the bench and
stood up as he introduced me to the
court. I can't tell you what I whispered
in his ear!"
++4-
Although I had sort of lost touch with
Jay after I left Harlan, I wasn't sur-
prised to learn he had done well in state
government and now with Investor's
Heritage, a life insurance company
only 15 years old but now doing business
in 11 states with 600 agents, most of
whom Jay has found, sold and put to
work.
Letters To The Editor
Born Drunk
Dear Editor:
Would you want to use this published
by Ladies Home Journal and printed in
Union Signal paper?
BORN DRUNK
A Seattle, Washington, pediatrician
has found that more and more babies
are being born drunk and sick because
their mothers are alcoholics. "The
amniotic fluid of one such baby reeked
of alcohol," says David W. Smith, M. D.
who is conducting a study.
Though the babies usually sober up
without medical treatment, Dr. Smith
says that they look different from or-
dinary infants because of the alcohol's
injurious effect on tissue growth and
development. Their brains are par-
ticularly susceptible to this damage,
and half of the babies born with what
Dr. Smith calls fetal alcohol syndrome
are mentally deficient when tested two
years later.
The syndrome afflicts one out of
every three babies born to mothers who
are chronic drinkers, but its over-all
incidence is unknown. Dr. Smith says
that the alcohol any pregnant woman
consumes quickly reachers her womb
and the unborn baby. However the
syndrome has not been seen in babies
born to moderate drinkers or women
who went on just one drinking binge
while pregnant. Dr. Smith and his
colleagues are now trying to determine
if there is any possibility that moderate
dr.nking can cause the syndrome. They
are also warning heavy drinkers, who
want healthy babies, to give up liquor
before they get pregnant.
"For most of the mothers of these
babies it has been a crushing blow to
find out that their drinking- LI/why the
baby has the problem," Dr. Smith says.
"It just kills me when I see another
affected child-and I know that if the
mother had only known, and stopped, it
would not have happened."
In a related investigation,
epidemiologist Ruth Little finds that
mothers-to-be conceal drinking
problems from their obstetricians. Dr.
Little interviewed 67 women who were
receiving prenatal care at Seattle's
Group Health Hospital. They found 12
heavy or moderately heavy drinkers.
Only two of the 12 had told their ob-
stetricians the truth about how much
Thanks!
Dear Editor:
Thanks for your support of the
Student Art Exhibition. It means a
great deal to us. Not only was the award
appreciated, but, also was your interest
in covering the show. I hope that you
had an opportunity to see the
exhibition.
We are always happy to have you
visit.





they were imbibing, although all had
been questioned about drinking habits
at early prenatal visits.
"Thus," says Dr. Little, "the person
whose drinking may be doing the
greatest harm is the least likely to
report it."
These are very hurtful and tragic







By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 20th, the
141st day of 1976. There are 225 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1862, President
Abraham Lincoln signed the
Homestead Act, providing millions of
acres of free land to settlers in the
American West.
On this date:
In 1506, Christopher Columbia died in
Spain.
In 1861, North Carolina voted to
secede from the Union.
In 1834, the French hero of the
American Revolution, Marquis de
Lafayette, died.
In 1927, Charles Lindbergh began his
solo flight across the Atlantic to Paris.
141943, during World War II, the U.S.
and Britain ratified a treaty abolishing
extraterritorial rights in China.
In 1946, Britain's House of Commons
passed a bill to nationalize the nation's
coal mines.
Ten years ago: Buddhists and labor
unions demonstrated in Saigon to
protest government action against
Buddhist dissidents in Da Nang.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon announcedthat the United States
and the Soviet Union would try to reach
an agreement to limit antiballistic
missiles and offensive nuclear
weapons.
One year ago: President Ford vetoed
a bill putting limits on strip-mining,
saying it would eliminate jobs and
increase dependence on foreign oil.
Today's birthdays: Actor James
Stewart is 68. Hockey star Stan Mikita
is 36.
Thought for today: The secret of
success is constancy of purpose —
Benjamin Disraei, British prime
minister, 1804-1881.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, two delegates from
Georgia were seated in the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia. The two,
Lyman Hall and Button Gwinnett, had
instructions to use their own judgment
in voting on any measures.
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SUBSCRIPT/ON RATES In areas served
by comers 52 25 per month, payable in
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per year By mail to other. destinations.
530 00 per year
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Let's Stay Well
Chemicals To Prevent Cancer
Cancer prevention by chemi-
cals may soon be tried in
humans.
Here, the word "cancer" is
used in a more limited sense, as
malignancies arisuig from lining
(epithelial) cells. in contrast to
those arising from connective
(supportive) tissue, the latter
being known as sarcomas
Even in this sense, cancers are
widespread and make up the
majority of malignancies They
consist of tumors of epithelial




fitornach, intestine. rectum) and
genito-unnarv tract (kidney.
ureter, bladder, prostate. vagina.
orpeusi as well as skin and
breast
Tissue charges approaching a
malignant state won, noted over
SO years ago In epithelial cells of
rats depnveil of Vitamin A
Later studies showed tissue
cultures of thts type of cell in
nerwent changes in the absence
By F...1.L Blasingarne. MI)
of this vitamin or related natural
or synthettc chemicals Yet these
premabgnant changes reversed
in these cultured cells when the
natural or synthetic substances
were added
When cancers begin, they are
so small that they cannot be
detected They are usually diag-
nosed long after they originate
at the cellular or microscopic
level Thereforel it would he
highly desirable if medicine
could be supplied which would
levier) the chances of normal
cells becoming abnormal or
malimant
In the hope of improving the
chances of certain persons who
are move prone to have cancers
(for example, astw.st. as workers.
persorts who have had a lung
re.s.ected for cancer or a breast
cancer removed), these potential
victims may well take a WIT
thetic analog of Vitamin A as .1
preventive
According to the Journal of
the American Medical Asscx-i
atom CII/lMal trials on surh
cases may be undertaken at the
National Cancer Institute in
Bethesda, Vid
The case_s would have to be
observed for several years to
evaluate the effects lf the results
are favorable, this method of
cancer prevention may be indi-
cated even for wider use in per
sons who are less prone to
develop cancer
Q Mr WE observes that his
blond presure IS sometimes high
but vs normal on other occasions
lie asks for an explanation and
advice
A Blond pressure vanes iff.-
pending on activity. rest. anicretv
and unknown factors which con
troi the resistance in the arteries
In some uxiivirivials, the varia
lion of Nord pressure readings
may he greater than in other
persors 11 often is esenttal that
blood pressure he taken several
times to learn ES average level
ou child he reasonably orn
Blasingame
cerned that your prewure is high
on OCCAS100. You may require
medication to maitre that an
elevation of prere does not
persist_ Carefully follow your
physician's advice about
medication even If you have no
symptoms.
Q. Mrs P.R., fearful of the in-
creasing nurnber of tornadoes
occurnng this year, asks for in-
formation on how best to seek
protect ton.
A Time in whict towel( a safe
place is usually brief If indoors,
try to get below the fo-ourx1 and
into a hapernent if one is availa
file. and remain in it until the
storm has paws'. If the building
yr141 are in has no basement go to
a central room. preferably a
hathrond7 stay away from win-
dows If csitside. seek a low sprit.
SILIch as a roadside ditch, and he
face down, covering your head
with your arms If you are neer a
culvert or bodge, get in or under
it
-- -














































LAST TIME- Laki' first baseman Barry Joseph singles here in his last time at bat in his career.Joseph finished with two hits in the contest which the Laker) iost 8-2 to Caldwell County.
Spirits Try To Make Success
In City Where Stars Failed
By VERN ANDERSON order to get the Spirits moved
Associated Press Writer here, has said Salt Lake City
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah -is one of the better franchiseAPI — The Spirits of St. cities in the nation." On
Louis of the American Wednesday, he said the
Basketball Association, folding of the Stars was not a
leaving their home because of major concern since he
financial losses and non_ believed it had been more
support from the fans, are because of inadequate
moving here where six months financing than lack of publicago the Utah Stars folded for suPPort•
the same reasons. The Spirits have several"We're here to stay," attractions for Utah fans.announced a confident Harry Moses Malone, Ron Boone,Weltman, club president and Randy Denton and Stevegeneral manager, to a Wed- Green played here with thenesday news conference. Stars before Daniels sold themHe said St. Louis "is not to St. Louis. Young Malonereally a basketball town." He and Boone, a playmaker, werelater said a study by club favorites.
owners indicated pro
Spirits officials, whobasketball could succeed in
Salt Lake City with adequate reportedly lost $4 million in
"community involvement." the past two seasons,
The question now, however, negotiated with Utah business
is how much does the corn- interests to share ownership of
triunity — the AI§A's smallest the tear% which had a 35-49
market — want to get involved record last season and was
with pro basketball? Stars trailed only by the now-
owner Bill Daniels repeatedly 
defunct Virginia Squires.
tried to sell his team before it 
Weltman declined to specify
folded in December. Declining 
what arrangement was
attendance, personnl agreed upon. Published
reports indicate owners Ozzieproblems and a losing record
were among problems blamed 
and Daniel Silna and Weltman
for the demise, will retain 70 per cent
Earl D. Walters, a ownership, and local investors
businessman who says he has will get the remaining 30 per
raised more than $600,000 in cent.
Outfits include )irt j.tni. loop caps, top rail, tie
wires and galvanized fabric. Beauty and security!
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Weltman and Walters have
declined to identify the Utah
investors.
Still ahead for the new Utah
franchise is a team name, a
coach and a contract with the
12,200-seat Salt Palace. None




Tommy John's left elbow
was a sore point last year for
the Los Angeles Dodgers. This
year, his right ankle is a sore
spot.
John, who lost all of last
season because of elbow
surgery and cost the Los
Angeles Dodgers one of their
top pitchers, has been tattooed
by batted balls two games
running now.
"Don't laugh if you see me
wearing shin guards next time
out," said the left-hander after
his ankle was belted by a Ken
Henderson drive during
Wednesday night's 4-1 victory
over the Atlanta Braves.
Steve Yeager slugged two-
run homer to back the
combined six-hit pitching of
John and Mike Marshall. The
Braves had taken a 1-0 lead in
the first inning on a run-
scoring single by Ken Hen-
derson. But in the second
„Steve Garvey singled, stole
second and two outs later,
Yeager homered into the
center field pavilion off loser
Dick Ruthven, 4-5. It was the
fifth home run for the Los
Angeles catcher.
John, 2-2, scattered five hits
over seven innings and
Marshall worked the last two
innings and earned his eighth
save of the season.
Astros 9, Padres 4
Bob Watson's three-run
homer in the eighth inning
highlighted a five-run rally
that sparked Houston over San
Diego. After Rob Andrews
broke a 4-4 tie with a bases-
loaded single off Padre
reliever Mike Dupree, Watson
iced the game with his second
home run of the year.
Singles by Ken Boswell and
pinch-hitter Larry Milbourne
and a walk to pinch-hitter
Leon Roberts loaded the bases
in the eighth and set the stage
for Andrews and Watson to put
the game away.
Pirates 7, Cardinals 6
Duffy Dyer's pinch-hit
single climaxed a four-run
Pittsburgh rally in the top of
the ninth, lifting the Pirates
over St. Louis. Nine walks
from Cardinal pitchers, in-
cluding seven in the final two
innings, helped the Pirates
overcome home runs by Mike
Tyson and Willie Crawford in
the third inning and a 6-1 St.
Louis lead.
Phillies 2, Mets 1
Run-scoring singles b)
Jerry Martin and Mike Sch-
midt carried Philadelphia to
its llth straight road victory.
Larry Christenson, 4-1.
checked New York on five hits
before being chased with
nobody out in the seventh. Tug
McGraw, the one-time Mets'
relief ace, put down that
threat but gave up an eighth-
inning run on Jerry Grote's
pinch-single
Reds 5, Giants 4
Johnny Bench and Tony
Perez belted two-run doubles,
powering Cincinnati over San
Francisco. Bench doubled in
the fourth off loser John
Montefusco, 4-3, and Perez'
two-run blast capped Cin-
cinnati's scoring in the eighth.
The game also featured the
2,600th career hit for Cin-
cinnati's Pete Rose.
ANOTHER GOOD PLAY- Murray third baseman Jeff Oakley
come charging to his left to scoop up a hot grounder and fire to
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Uncle Jeffs
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It's New! Rugged Rustic Pine
Living Room That's Carefree,
Casual and Comfortable!
• AV Cushions Reversible and Interchangeable
• Carefree Vinyl on One Side...Rugged Herculon on Other
• Hand Serged and Poly-Lacquered Sturdy Pine
Never before has such an exciting, completely coordinated group beer,
offered at such a low price. Covered in soft, leather-like vinyl on one side
and with a quick switch, it's tough. long-wearing Herculon. Its !Ike having
two living rooms in one. You'll amaze your friends! Sturdily built Pine
frames and tables are expertly crafted, hand serged and poly-lacquered
for luxurious rustic beauty. Interchangeable cushions add years of extra
service. It's family-proof designed for family living. Get in on this super
special value now! • Sofa, Loveseat, Rocker, Chair
and 3 Tables
THE STORE WITH LOW OVERHEAD EVERYONE 5' 8" AND OVER DUCK
414 NOWIli MARKET STREET — PARIS, TENN.
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Thurmond Hurls Tigers To Victory
THE FLYING KNOTH - Laker second baseman Nathan Knoth lea
ps in the air and on the plate af-
ter swishing a solo homerun for his club The loiters fell 8-2 to Cal
dwell County to finish their
season.





CHICAGO iATh — On May
17, 1949, Don Newcombe came
to Chicago, about to embark
on a historic, World series-
studded major league career.
He was back here 27 yars and
two days later.
In between, he's been to the
top — and bottom — of the
world. Newcombe spent much
of his career among the sports
world's greats, then fell to
hobnobbing with society's
down-and-outs: alcoholics.
Today he still spends a great
deal of time talking to those
still in the dregs, as he did
Wednesday night at the
Harbor Light Center Men's
Fellowship Club.
"I've been down that road of
alcoholism and I'm not
ashamed to say it ... I feel at
ease because I know I'm not
alone," said the former
Brooklyn Dodgers' pacning
great.
"I abused my right to be a
professional baseball player. I
abused my right to be a
Sears ALE!
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All-frostless . . . you never defros
t again!
With 2 crispers, meat pan, and th
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width shelves. Big 4.25 Cu- ft. free
zer has
adjustable cold control. On rollers.
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CUT $40-17.0cu. It. FROSTLES
S Top Freezer Oefrigetotor
46466771N-Whlte. Mpg. Wt. 300 lbs 
5359.95
46O66772N-Coopettone..Shpg. WI. 300 lbs 
S369.95
4666774N-Ayocodo. Shpg. Wt. 300
 lbs 5169.95
46866776N-Taymy Gold, Shpg. Wt. 30
0 lbs..  5369.95
- - __ •
CUT S60..22.3 cu. ft. 
Frostless Side-by-Side Refr;gerotor
461366161N-White. Shpg. Wt.
 345 lbs 5519.95
46R66(62N-Coppertone. Shpg. 
Wt. 345 lbs.,  5529,95
461366164N-avocodo. Shpg. Wt.
 345 lbs $529.95
46R66166N-Tawny Gold. Shp
g. Wt. 345 lbs. , $529.95
• PRICES EXPIRE MIN 
le, le141
Prier. are Catalog Prices •
 Shipping. inst•Ilation Psi
, a
Sears-••••••••••••••- EMMY* 753 2310S
EARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
pioneer ( in the sport). I just
-plain overdid it and nearly lost
everything I had because of
alcohol."
Newcombe, 50, has not had a
drink for 10 years. He says it
wasn't easy, but that it cer-
tainly was worth it.
"I had reached a crossroads
in my life in 1966. I had been
destroying my life and my
family for six years. I didn't
know which road I was going
to take ... I was doing a lot of
things and I didn't know why.
It was my wife Billie who
turned things around for me,"
Newcombe said.
Speaking before about 100
members at the Harbor Light
Center, operated by the
Salvation Army for the
• rehabilitation of alcoholics,
Newcombe summarized his
life in baseball and his sub-
sequent battle with
alcoholism.
"How can I forget May 17,
1949 when I flew into Meigs
Field ( in Chicago o and then
got my first chance to pitch a
few days later in St. Louis. I
was rookie of the year in 1949,
most valuable player and a Cy
Young Award winner in 1956
... but I destroyed my whole
baseball career and in 1966,
there I was a bum,"
Newcombe said.
"Alcohol was destroying me
for six years before I realized
what I was doing to my wife
and kids. It came down on my
shoulder like a big buzzard
and nearly took me down the
drain." Newcombe said.
Tiger Star Fans 18 Men In 1 1 Innings As
Murray Beats Fort Campbell, Lakers Lose
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Tony Thurmond was going
90 miles per hour Wednesday
afternoon in a 35 miles per
hour zone._
Of course he was doing it
behind the 35 miles per hour
zone on the baseball diamond
at Calloway County High
School. And the 90 miles per
hour was just about how fast
the senior righthander of
Murray High was throwing.
Fort Campbell would have
had to use ICBM's to hit the
baseball. And because of
Thurrnond's rocket speed and
with the tank-like hitting of
third baseman Jeff Oakley
and shortstop Bob T_hur:rnan,
the Tigers sent Fort Campbell
home with a 6-3 loss in 11 in-
nings of the opening game of
the Second Region Baseball
Tournament.
In the other contest,
Caldwell County pasted the
host Lakers 8-2.
Thurmond was simply
unbelievable. For eight and
two thirds innings, he pitched
no-hit balk Finally, with two
out in the ninth, Fort Camp-
bell cleanup hitter Mike
Saunders hit a slow roller up
the middle for the first hit.
"I knew I had the no-hitter
going," Thurmond said.
"But after he got the hit, I
didn't worry about it. I just
wanted us to get some runs on
the scoreboard and get the-
game over with," Thurmond
said.
The game was scheduled to
be a seven-inning contest. But
Thurmond and southpaw
Ronnie Hines of the Falcons
locked up in a pitching duel
that bordered on the kind Bob
Gibson and Sandy Koufax
used to have.
Finally, in the top of the
11th, it ended when the Tigers
erupted for six runs
Sophomore shortstop Bob
Thurman opened the 11th with
a single and stole second.
After two men were out, Tony
Thurmond was given an in-
tentional walk and the
strategy backfired.
Catcher Mickey McCuiston
hit a low liner out toward
center and the Falcons' Tom
"I had even pawned my 1955
World Series ring so that I w,
could buy some more
whiskey."
Itwas his wife's decision to
pack her suitcase and leave
with the couple's three young
children which forced him to
"put the bottle down.-
In 1972. Newcombe
announced publicly that he
had been an alcoholic. Since
that time he has been touring
the country as a consultant for
the National Clearinghouse
for Alcohol Information.
Spinelli dove for the ball, only
to miss it. Thurman trotted in
with the first run of the game.
Then up came Oakley.
Already with two hits on the
day and a super afternoon at
the hot corner, Oakley
pounded a pitch in the gap for
a long single and two more
runs came home for a 3-0
Murray lead.
The large crowd and the
Tiger dugout exploded two
pitches later when designated
hitter Bill Wilson smashed a
two-run homer into right-
center and that made it 5-0.
The final run scored when
Raymond Sims walked, stole
second and scored when
Lindsey Hudspeth drilled a
single.
After the six runs in the 11th,
the Tigers let up in the bottom
half of the frame. Thurmond
gave up a walk, a hit and the
Tigers committed two errors
to push in three runs, all of
which were unearned.
Thurmond finished the
contest with 18 strikeouts and
only four walks. Last season
against Calloway County,
Thurmond chalked up a
career-high of 19 strikeouts.
Murray High had threats
going the entire game but
never could get the big hit.
Fort Campbell got one man to
third base once in the game
but the Falcons never had a
serious scoring threat until the
bottom of the 11th,
Oakley's three hits and
three hits by Thurman paced
the 13-hit Tiger attack.
The victory boosts Murray
High to 14-9 on the year while
Fort Campbell closes its
campaign with a 10-7 mark.
SECOND GAME
One bad inning cost
Calloway County its 8-2 loss to
a tough Caldwell County club.
Leading 1-0 In the second
inning, Caldwell County
jumped on Laker starter
Tommy Chavis for seven big
runs. The big blows in the
inning were two-run doubles
by Mark Van Hooser and
Steve Kukahiko.
Chavis went two and a third
innings before being lifted. He
was charged with seven





INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) —
Something has to give this
weekend when 25 drivers try
to cram their cars into one of
the 10 spots left in the 33-car
starting lineup for the
Indianapolis 500.
"It's like trying to put six
gallons into a five-gallon
bucket," said one veteran
track observer. "It's just not
going to fit."
One driver almost sure to
qualify is 1969 winner Mario
Andretti. The dark-haired
Pennsylvanian missed the
first round of qualifications
last weekend when he was in
Belgium, driving in that
country's Grand Prix.
Andretti has been
consistently running his car
between 183 and 188 miles an
hour, well above the 180 mark
expected to be good enough to
qualify. He turned in two laps
over 187 m.p.h. on Wednesday,
Janet Guthrie's fortunes are
not nearly as certain.
The 38-year-old New York
physicist has yet to run
anywhere near 180 m.p.h. and
there are growing doubts
about the firepower of her blue
Vollstedt-Offenhauser racer.
Her top speed this week has
been 171 m.p.h. Wednesday
she managed just 168.161.
Changes have been ordered.
"We're going to put a later.
styled motor in the car," said
Rex Hutton, chief mechanic
on Miss Guthrie's car. -This
motor has about 600 miles on
it. It's getting tired."
Hutton admits m i.,
Guthrie's time Is limited,
he says she can still increace
her speed in time to qualicv
over the weekend.
wanted to start her 'off slosi or
so she could get used to te
track."
"She's been very consistent
pen For 25
Indy 500
— now she should have some
speed, too."
Which is not to say her path
into the race will be easy if she
does.
Looking to get into the race
to compete for some $1 million
are a flock of other less-
publicized drivers. Seven cars
not yet qualified have been
clocked over 180 m.p.h., and at
least 10 more are thought to
have a good chance also to top
that speed. Track observers
say there are others who
cannot be completely
discounted
- Among those given a chance
of cracking the lineup are 16-
year-veteran Lloyd Ruby, Salt
Walther, Jerry Grant, Mike
Hiss, Eldon Rasmussen and
rookie Spike Gehlhausen.
Few, if any, of the drivers
who qualify this weekend are
given a good chance to win the
race — not with Johnny
Rutherford consistently
averaging 189 m.p.h. and
Bobby and Al Unser, A..1
Foyt, Gordon Johncock and
Tom Sneva all comfortably
above 185. But that shouldn't
dull the competition.
six hits, walking four and
fanning two.
For the final three and two-
thirds innings, reliever Dickie
Nesbitt pitched shutout ball.
Nesbitt gave up only one hit
while fanning four and
walking only one in a fine
relief stint.
The first Laker run of the
contest came in the top of the
fourth when second sacker
Nathan Knoth golfed one far
out into leftcenter.
In the seventh, the Lakers
again threatened but it was
too late and too little.
Senior Barry Joseph opened
the frame with a single, his
second hit of the contest.
Senior catcher Lance Hooks
followed with a single before
Ricky Garland bounced into a
fielder's choice, forcing out
Hooks at second for the first
out.
Kenneth McCuiston also
bounced into a fielder's
choice, scoring a run. Fly
Beane, also a senior, singled
but the game ended when
Chavis flew out to center.
Calloway County had six
hits in the contest, only one
less than the winning Tigers.
The Lakers finish their
season with an 8-11 mark
while *Caldwell County will
carry a 15-6 mark into today's
semifinal pla)
THE STAR Star is about the only word one could use to
 sum
up Tony Thurmond, He raised his record to 6.2 on the 
season
by going 11 innings Wednesday in a 6.3 win over Fort
 Camp-
bell. For eight and two thirds innings, he hod a no-hit
ter. He
wound up allowing three unearned runs on three h
its and
striking out 18 He lost one gome 1 0 and another 
3.1 for his
only setbacks this season.
Stet Photos by Mika Brandon ,
Murray High and Livingston
Central play at 1 p.m. today
while in the nightcap,
Hopkinsville and Caldwell
County tangle. The two
winners play at 4 p.m. Friday
for the championship.
The winner of this Region
goes on to the first round of the
State Tournament at
Madisonville and then the
final eight will meet in
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Morgan, Trevathan St Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 (.12th St., Bento
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Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
753-6434












































































































Arnold Palmer Gets His
Around-The-World Mark
DENVER ?AP) "It feels
good to set a record of this
kind," proclaimed golfing
superstar Arnold Palmer
after he and his crew smashed
the old mark for an around-
the-world flight in a small
business jet.
Palmer and three com-
panions completed the
journey which took them to six
countries in less than three
days Wednesday night.
The 23,000-mile flight took 57
hours, 25 minutes and 42
seconds, breaking the record
of 86 hours, nine minutes set 10
years ago by entertainer
Arthur Godfrey.
Palmer, wearing the same
yellow sport shirt and brown
suit he wore when he began
the flight in his Learjet 36
. Monday, embraced his wife,
Winnie, after embarking from
the aircraft Wednesday night.
He called the trip "exciting
and enjoyable:"
-The highlight? I guess it is
right now," Palmer said.
Palmer's twin-engine jet,
called the Yankee 200,
averaged 479 miles per hour
on the global flight, a
spokesman for the Aviation-
Space Writers Association,
which sponsored the trip, said.
The jet made stops in
Boston, Mass.; Paris, France;
Tehran, Iran; Colombo, Sri
Lanka; Jakarta, Indonesia;
Wake Island and Honolulu,
Hawaii.
At Colombo, we started
getting a little tired," Palmer
said.
The only hitch came when
bad weather forced an
unplanned landing in Wales.
"We took on fuel ( in Wales)
so there wouldn't be any
problem at Paris," Palmer
said.
Palmer was accompanied
on the flight by co-pilots
James E. Bir and L. L. Purkey
of Denver and Robert J.
Serling of Washington, D.C., a
Isiational Aeronautics
Association observer.
Upon his arrival at
Arapahoe County Airport,
Palmer received a telegram
from President Ford. It read:
"Congratulations on cir-
cumnavigating the globe in a
record-setting flight for
American business jets. Your
achievement dramatizes the
spirit of American free en-
terprise and focuses the at-
tention of your many fans on
the round-the-world
pcpularity of one of America's
leading golfers."
Palmer was scheduled to
leave Denver with his wife at 8
a.m., MDT, today in the same
jet in which he set the record
on a flight to his home town,
Latrobe, Pa.
CHANEY-Multi-color striped body with white
Wimbledon Y open flair collar and white placket in
Thanes full fashioned short sleeve pullover: 90%
textralized Antron" nylon, 10% Olefin Automatic
machine wash and dry. S-M-L-XI
Nurkinghain - Eng CO.
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OUT AT THE PLATE Mark Van Hooser of Caldwell County is
out at the plate as Calloway catcher lance Hooks puts the tog
on while umpire Jamie Washer studies the situation.
Sparky Anderson Says
Reds Still Improving
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
The powerful Cincinnati Reds,
off to their best start in five
years at 21-13, have yet to play
their best baseball, according
to Manager Sparkle Anderson.
"As soon as the weather
gets warmer, you'll see a
pretty good rub," promised
Anderson following Wed-
nesday night's 5-4 victory over
the San Francisco Giants, who
plunged to their 19th loss in
their last 23 games.
"It's our best start in a long
time, but we still aren't
playing well," added
Anderson. "Our defense
hasn't been as strong as it
should be, and our hitting has
tailetloff after Ti good start."
It would be difficult to
convince the Giants, who
succumbed to two-run doubles
by Johnny Bench and Tony
Perez before rallying for a
pair of runs in the bottom of
the ninth to make it close.
"Fortunately, our pitching
is coming along," noted
Anderson. "Sandy Alcala was
supposed to be in the bullpen
at the start of the season, but
he's showing us he can do the
job as a starter."
Alcala, a rookie right-
hander, allowed two rims in
six and one-third innings while
raising his record to 3-0. He
has won all three of his starts,
previously beating the
Chicago Cubs and the New
York Mets.
"Sandy is. a big, strong kid
with a lot of stuff. I have
plenty of confidence in him,"
said Pete Rose, who lifted his
batting average to .379 with a
pair of singles, giving him
2,600 career hits.
"I also got my 2,000th at
Candlestick," Rose recalled.
"But you can be sure I'll get
No. 3,000 at home. My biggest
goal, though, is Frankie
Frisch's 2,880 hits as a switch
hitter I know how much work
To Be Honored
BOSTON (AP) - Howie
McHugh, publicity director
for the Boston Celtics since the
National Basketball
Association club was founded
30 years ago, will be honored
at a testimonial Sunday night.
The Celtics, past and
present, sports writers,
sportscasters, photographers
and friends will join in
honoring McHugh. Former
Celtics expected include Bob
Cousy, Frank Ramsey, K.C.
and Sam Jones.
_Amounciny. • •
After 3 years of mile!
research - study & teaching -
the request of many patients is
being fulfilled - I am back in









The Giants' first half-price
promotion in their San
Francisco history attracted
23,591 customers who watched
John Montefusco pitch against
the world champions.
Montefusco, 4-2, allowed
three runs in seven innings
and was taken to a hospital
after being struck on the left
shin by Cesar Geronormmo's
grounder in the fifth. X-rays
proved negative.
"The Count was hit solid by
that ball, but he's tough. He
pitched well enough to win,"
said Manager Bill Rigney "It
was a good game We're
getting better. At least we're
playing some baseball now."
Bench's two-run double
gave the Reds a lead in the
fourth and Perez' pinch-
double off Gary Lavelle in the
eighth made it 5-2.
Rawley Eastwick worked
out of the Giants' two-run




A total of 72. couples will be
entered in the Belles and
Beaux Golf Tournament
which will begin Saturday at
the Oaks Country Club.
The pairings are as follows
Saturday, 8 30a m
No. 1 tee - Jun and Betty Freeman,
Charles and Carolyn Cummins and Jim
Williams and Dorothy Ftamage.
No. 2 tee - Harry and Barbara Hook.
Cloys and Laurel Henderson, Homer and
Debbie Branch.
No. 3 tee Ted Lawson and Sue
Costello, Bert and Sandy Coleman, and
Fred and Agnes Griper
No. 7 tee - Joe McClard and lamda
Drake, Jerry Lee and Sue Brown, and
Ball and Janice Laird.
No. 5 tee - Hal and Mary Hunter, Bill
and Polly Seale. and Bill and Mary
Bogart
No.4 tee - Billy and Ada Sue Roberts.
Earl and Gwen Peyton. and Dale and
Vickie Nance
No 9 tee -- Jerry and Ginny Hopkins,
Bally Dan and Jeniver Crouse. and G R.
and Helen Throgrnorton.
Saturday, 1 00p. In.
No I tee - Mack and Mary Baine, J.
P. and Laura Parker, and Graves and
SueM°rtrtNo 7 e Jasper and Betty Vowel.
Sparks and Nell Newton, and Nicky
Ryan and Wanda Nance
No. 3 tee - Bok and Jean Mitchell,
Ge-nrRe and Ruby Hanna. and Fred and.
Betty Sheappard
No 4 tee Mike and Jeannie Morgan.
Jane and Granville Wraatard. and Jack
and Sara London
No 5 tee Rude!! Parks and Marilyn.
and Malcom and Martha Ray. Mile
Gregory and Trudi Arnold
No 0 tee Jerry caldwell and Sue
Iamb, Eddie (lees and Judy Willough-
by, and Greg Howard and Susy Wells
No. 9 tee --- Cook Sanders and Betty
Lowery, Sam Spieeland and Elizabeth
 Slushmeyer, end Charles and Sue
Taylor 
No 10 tee Donald and Fee.
Dot and Ilke Arnold. and Jun and P arita
Lamb.
No. 11 tee - Ford and Kay Rrauicb.
Clarence and Helen Branch. and W D
and 1 ois I anagan
No 12 tee Max and Murelle Walker.
rharles and Estne Caldwell, and Barb
and Marible Mayo
No 13 tee - Dolman and (bend
Farley. Ronnie Ross and Sharon Kelso.
and Andy and Helen Rivas




raMange. Aims, and aa.mat Nell Tackett, and Lee
IS tee - Gene and Pat TapleY.
['intim 1 nvett and Betty Stewart, kraT
Mures anti ariatine Walker.
No 17 tee Rob
aLarnastus. Howard ar7di apbbkl.aury
Grniksrnan, and King and Florence
Corm
No 18 tee Mickey and nrns
Forrest and Doria 5660. and
James and Ruth McCabe
No 7 tee --- Jim and Gwen Downey.
Jim Whitea1,,,Etujimaneft ll Mitchell. ands  and n.
No. 15 tee Min White rid Grace
James, John and Mar)ort• Bogelt•Ig4






Six 'Breds On All-Conference Team
Thank goodness for East Tennessee.
If the Ohio Valley Conference were a seven-team league
instead of eight, Murray State would have finished last in
the All-Sports Trophy Race.
Here are the final results: Western 971, Middle Ten-
nessee 81'-2, Austin Peay 76, Tennessee Tech 76, Morehead
721t, Eastern Kentucky 711 , Murray State 56, and East
Tennessee ss.
Basketball and football are counted as major sports. A
first-place in the standings in a major sport is worth 24
points, and in the minor sports, a first-place finish is worth
16 points.
What was the most successful sport at Murray State?
The Racer football team scored 15 points as they
finished in fourth place in the league. But the most suc-
cessful sport was cross country.
Coach Bill Cornell's harriers, a minor sport, finished
third to grab 12 points. Next came baseball with II.
Murray State had six baseball players named to the
Western Division All-Ohio Valley Conference team.
They were Jack Perconte, Stan Geisler, John
Siemanowski, Mark Wezet and Gene Steuber. Named as
the All-Conference designated hitter was freshman Robin
Courtney of the 'Breds.
Danny Neal of Middle Tennessee posted the best won-
loss record with a mark of 8-1. Teammate George
Ploucher was 7-3 and had 83 strikeouts. He also led he
league in walks with 43, a deceiving statistic.
Actually the leader should have been Mike Roberts of
the 'Breds who walked only 18 in 59 innings of work.
Roberts finished with a 6-2 record while Mark Wezet of the
'Breds posted a 6-1 mark.
Murray's 36-12 record was the best in the league. Middle
tennessee finished at 35-15 and of course, will be opening
play tomorrow in the NCAA Playoffs.
Morehead, which lost the OVC Playoff Series to Middle,
posted a 28-11 record.
Local Baseball
We are only about a week away from the opening of the
season for most of the leagues in the Murray Baseball
Association.
There have been some changes this year in several
areas.
Whereas in the past the MBA has taken care of the con-
cession stands, hired umpires and scorekeepers, that
responsbility is now in the hands of the city.
In the past, each league has hired a scorekeeper to keep
the book and call in the results and details of the games to
the newspaper.
It is impossible for me to cover and be at each game.
Therefore, the coverage the leagues receive falls upon the
shoulders of the scorekeeper.
The scorekeeper should be a responsible person with
good baseball knowledge That person should know a hit
from an error and so on.
It's always fun to get nasty calls fro:n parents at 11 p.m.
during Johnny Carson and get chewed out because little
Johnny had four hits and the paper said little Johnny only
had one.
The paper doesn't say anything. Again, the scorekeeper
in each league will deserve all the praise or all the
criticism for how the leagues are covered.























Jim McKee Supply Co.
1109 N. Market, Paris, Tenn.
We will hold an "Open House" Sunday, May 23rd, 1976 from
:00 til 5:00 to celebrate our new showroom & self-service plum-
bing and electrical department.
















Register for hundreds of dollars in FREE Prices
FREE PRIZES l between 1:00 & 5:00 Sunday, May 23rd, 1976.
3 Sets of Hammered Aluminum Cookware
Cokes, value $40.00 per set,
and other *1 Vanity & Acrylic Top, A $65.00 Value.
Refreshments *3 Pair Cowhide Drivers Gloves, $5.99 list
per pair.
$30.00 in light bulbs given over 3 drawings.
Fantastic Savings On Many Other Items - Example:
Whirlpool
LDA 5300W Washer
and LIN 5700 Dryer
A Great Cowillanwtaia iiiVl liii, Ida $171 00
$429m
3 Only EAT 1711K




leg lilt 5.666 00
Special $39900





4 Cycle Super Scour
Portable Dishwasher
1. Is' 5.504 00
Sale $279m
3 Only TAT 15 JT






















































































Jim McKee Supply Co.
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Trade Made
CINCINNATI (AP/ - The
Cincinnati Stingers and the
Cleveland Crusaders have
swapped wingers in a World
Hockey Association trade.
Left winger Bernie MacNeil
was traded by Cincinnati to
Cleveland for right winger
Russ Walker.
Walker, 22, scored 52 goals
in three seasons with
Cleveland.
MacNeil, 26, had 15 goals
and 12 assists in 78 games for
the Cincinnati expansion













Tuesday may be canceled if a
group of German promotors
do not produce a missing
$225,000 dollars, the American
co-promotor said today.
''Unless they come up with
the bread, the fight is not
going to happen," said Robert
Arum, a New York lawyer
who is chairman of Top Rank,
Inc., which has control of the
television rights to the fight.
Arum, who arrived in
Munich Wednesday, said he
had discussed the situation
with the German backers of
the fight, Promot GMBH, and
was scheduling an urgent




now in the United States, had
been kept up to date, but




Murray State football coach
Bill 10 urgerson has announced
the signing of two players, 6-2,
230-oound defensive tackle
Jeff Gardner and 6-0, 215-
pound offensive guard Mike
Shields, to MSU scholarships.
Gardner is from Harrison
High School, EvansvWe, Ind.,
and Shields is from Gulf Coast
Junior Collage, Gulfport,
Miss.
Gardner led his team the
last three seasons in tackles
with 76 as a sophomore, 80 as a
juunior, and 86 as a senior. He
was named to the All-
Evansville team the last two
seasons and last year was
named first team all-state and
to Coach & Athlete's prep All-
America team.
Shields played In the
Mississippi Junior College All-
Star game and was named
first team junior college All-
America. He maintained a 3.5
grade point average in high
school and will be a pre-
dentistry student at Murray.
His home is Pasgulaine, Miss.
ONE 8x10
COLOR PORTRAIT
Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
May 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
Daily 10 am.-8 p.m.
Alt .ge. Babe., rh.ldn, and adults (Int gertmig per warject. Addit.nnal
or ,ndiv,dluais ..Tur lanvIN - SI kV co, suh,er, N..P.s•nk- nalerel er.•
5._on.1 mews. 4poor. - /kW Ir.,o,, YOU rnar arlect mit:lino...I port, oott oArred ao




A spokesman for Promot
said only: "We are talking
about problems concerning
the fight." But he indicated
chat ticket sales for the 12,000-
seat Olyrnpiahalle had been
far short of expectations.
Promot, which under the
contract receives most of the
live gate, scaled ticket prices
to have a $400 dollar - 1,000
marks - top at ringside.
According to Arum, the
missing $225,000 dollars is part
of All's purse. He said Top
Rank had paid All one million
dollars in a letter of credit,
and that the Germans had
come up with about $425,000 so
far. Most of Dunn's purse,
which is about $200,000, has
been taken care of, Arum said.
''It's a very unpleasant
business," Arum said.
"There's a lot of confusion,
and things have to be solved
quickly, or the fight is not
going to go on." ,
Cardinals Make Trade
ST. LOUIS (API - The St.
Louis Cardinals, seeking
bullpen help, traded reserve
outfielder Luis Melendez to
the San Diego Padres Wed-
nesday for right-hander Bill
Grief, 1-3.
Grief, 26, had been used as a
starter for the Padres this
season, but Cardinal manager
Red Schoendienst said he
planned to use him in the
bullpen.
In 22 1-3 innings Grief has
allowed 27 hits and 20 earned
runs for an 8.18 earned run
average. A member of the
Padres since 1972, he has a
career record of 30-62.
Last year he was 4-6 in relief
and was credited with nine
saves. He is expected to join
the Cardinals Friday at
Philadelphia.
Melendez, also 26, broke into
the majors in 1970 with the
Cardinals. He has batted .125
in 20 games although his
lifetime average is .251.
SORRY ABOUT THAT-Tiger first :,,....ernen Bo McDougal puts
the tog on Mork Sabin of Fort Campbell. Sabin dared the arm of





Pis 20 12 625 2





St. Louis 14 21
West
Los Ang 22 13 .629
Cincinnati 21 13 .618
San Diego 17 16 .515
Hous'on 17 20 .459
A" larva 12 23 .343 10
San Fran 11 24 .314 11
Wednesday's Results
Philadelphia 2, New York 1
Chicago a" Mon'real, ppd.,
rain
'sburgh 7, S.  Louis 6
Hous•on 9, San Diego 4
Los Angeles 4, A" larva 1
Cincinnal 5,San Francisco 4
Thursday's Games
Pi-sburgh (Medich 331 a" S.
Louis (Denny 1-2)
Hous-on (ItiLekro 1 5) a - San
Diego (Wehrmeister 0 3)
Philadelphia (Lonbarg 5-0) a"
New York (Seaver 4-2)
Cincinnati (Guile!! 3-2) a" San
Francisco (Mirron 0-3)
Chicago (R. Reuschel 1-3) a"
Mon'real t+Warihen 1-3), (n)
A•larva (Morton 0-4) a Los
Angeles (Rau 4-21, In)
Friday's Games
S- . Louis a' Piladelphia, In)
New York a" Montreal, (n)
Chicago at Piltsburgh, (n)
Cincinnati at San Diego, In)
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 19 10 .655
Bal'imore 16 1.1 .533
De'roit 13 15 .464
Boston 13 16 .448
Milwkee 11 14 .440
Cleveland 13 17 .433
West
Kan City 19 10 .6.55 -
Texas 19 11 .633 1/2
Minnesota 16 14 .533 31/2
Oakind 15 18 .455 6
Chicago 11 16 .407 7
California 13 23 .361 91.4
Wednesdays Results
Baltimore 5, Milwaukee 3
New York 3, Cleveland 2
Boson 9, Detroit 2
Kansas City 5, Oakland 1
Chicago 4, Minnesota 1
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Boston (Lee Oil a' New York
(Figueroa 32), In)
Oakland (Mitchell 1-1) at
Kansas Ciiy (Bird 3-1). (n)
California (Ross 0-5) at Texas
(Perry 4-2), (n)
Minnesota (Redfern 1-0) a'
Chicago (Gossage 13), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
De' roi. a' Baltimore, (n)
Milwaukee at Cleveland, (n)
Boston a - New York, (n)
California a! Texas, (n)
Oakland a! Chicago, (n)







played more games than any
other man wearing Boston's
red sox but that doesn't mean
he's slowing down.
Yastnemski, the man with
the marathon name, set a
longevity mark Tuesday night
by playing in his 2,293rd game,
surpassing the record held by
Ted Williams.
If you think that game was
one to remember, then what
about No. 2,294?
The 36-year-old Boston




The Murray High tennis
team ran its record to 9-) by
taking a 9-0 win Wednesday
afternoon over St. Mary at the
Tiger Tennis Complex.
In the number one singles,
Mel Purcell crushed Matt
Hannan 8-0 while at number
two, Kim Trevathan
whitewashed Marcus Cooper
8-1. In the third spot, Brad
Boone won 8-3 over Gary
Hornbeak, Mark Homra won
8-3 at number four over Mike
Noonan, Ashley Smock won 8-
5 in the fifth spot over David
Langston and at number six,
Mickey Cochran mopped
Craig Bradley 8-1.
The number one doubles
found Purcell-Trevathan
winning 8-1 over Hannan-
Cooper while at number two,
Boone-Homra defeated
Hornbeak-Noonan 8-0. The
third doubles match found
Smock and Steve Cooper
winning 8-5 over Langston-
Bradley.
The Tigers play at Tilghman
today.
runs Wednesday night to
power the Red Sox to a 9-2
victory over the Detroit
Tigers. Yastrzemski, now in
his 16th year in the major
leagues, had never hit three
homers in one game before.
In fact, he hadn't hit three
homers this season and was
batting .198 entering Wed-
nesday night's game, em-
barrasing figures for a
lifetime .291 hitter.
Royals 5, A's!
Consecutive singles in the
first inning by John
Mayberry, Hal McRae, Al
Cowens and Frank White
highlighted a three-run first
inning that led Kansas City
over Oakland.
The Royals strafed three
Oakland pitchers for 15 hits.
Paul Splittorff picked up the
victory, evening his record at
3-3. Mike Torrez, 4-4, was
saddled with the loss.
Yankees 3, Indians 2
Cleveland Manager Frank
Robinson flashed the steal
sign to Duane Kuiper from his
position as the baserunner at
first base. He had no trouble
seeing that it didn't work,
although he wouldn't second
guess himself after the game.
"I just thought it was good
baseball," Robinson said. "If
the throw goes through, the
runner goes home. I'd rather
go for the plate than let the
runner get caught at second. It
was a gamble, obviously, but I
thought it was worth it in that
situation."
The situation was that
Cleveland was losing 3-2, with
the tying run on third and Ray
Fosse at the plate. Fosse,
batting .076 on 1-for-13, was
about to face a 1-2 pitch, when
Robinson broke for second.
But the Move backfired
when catcher Rick Dempsey
fired to second baseman
Sandy Alomar, whose relay
back to Dempsey nailed pinch-
runner Kuiper at the plate.
Orioles 5, Brewers 3
The Orioles continued their
mastery over Milwaukee,
beating the Brewers for the
10th time in a row and 16th
time in the last 17 meetings.
Mark Belanger, Baltimore's
hot-hitting shortstop, rapped a
run-scoring triple in the first
inning and has now had 14 hits
in his last 31 at bats,
Mike Cuellar, 39, raised his
record to 2-3 but yielded 42-
year-old Hank Aaron's second
home run of the season and
No. 747 of his career.
White Sox 4, Twins 1
Rookie right-hander Pete
Vuckovich, making his second
start of the season and third of
his career, scattered six hits
in seven innings to even his
record at 1-1.
Ralph Garr rapped out three
hits, drove in one run and
scored twice to pace the White
Sox' attack.
We will have a day of prayer Friday, May 21, 1976 to
pray for your prayer request.. god is answering and
meeting the needs of those who will call upon him.
Call in your prayer requests between 8:00 a. m. and
6:00p.m. 753-6695
First Assembly of God
16th & Glendale
Pastor Gerald Hendley
6od Still Answers Prayer
A Local Murray-Calloway County Telephone Book
AT LAST
No longer will you have to suffer
through all those extra pages trying
to find the number you wont No
longer will you have to lose time looking
fhe wrong yellow pages for the merchant
whose services yo y need!
This local Murray-Calloway Co
telephone directory will
include listings of all businesses
residents for the entire toll
Johnson Publishing Co. (Lomar, Inc.) wishes to thank the busi-
nesses listed below for their participation & support of this
upcoming local directory.
Dennison it Hunt Sporting Goods
De Vontrs Restaurant
Educational Learning Centre, Inc
Embassy AO
Ezell Beauty School
Formers Groin it Seed Co , Inc
Form Bureau insurance
Sam Calhoun Plumbing it Electric Co
Calloway County Soil improvement Assn
-Cofloway Monument Works
Christian Book Center
/Mx Churchill Funeral Home
The College Shop
Corn-Austin Co
Fern Torroce Lodge of Murray, Inc Artcraft Photography
Four Seasons Nursery it Landscaping -.. Band's Welding
The Gallery Unlimited
Gene it Jo's Flowers
Cross Furniture, Inc
Happy Holiday Travel Inc




Notional Lumber it Supply Co
Palace Restaurant
Poesona's Pizza
Perkins Pancake it Steak House
Th. Place
The Poppy Stapp*, Inc
Quality Service Co
Coin's AMC-Jeep, Inc.
Belton Hearing Aid Service












Murray Ford Tractor. Inc
Murray Gloss Co . Inc
Murray Insurance Agency
Murray Memorial Gardens
Rondy Thornton Service Co
Joe Todd Motor Soles
Toddlers Day Core
Triangle Inn
Tucker TV Sol•s it Service




Wholesale Electric Supply Co
Wilson Woolley Photography
Winchester Printing Service, Inc
Sherwin Williams Decorating Center
The Shoe Tree





Stokes Tractor it implement Co Inc
Sue it Charlie's Restaurant
Taylor Motors, Inc
Taylor Seed Co














Win receiveflio  in October O a copyNovember 1976.
Hendon's 66 Service Station
Holiday Inn of Murray
Holton it Melugin Insurance Agency
Hook's Wheel Alignment Inc
Interiors by Edward
Jock it Jill Day Care Center
Jerry's Refinishing It Custom Built Furniture
Jones Brothers Body Shop
Jones Iron it Metal Co
Jud'yit Shore's Beauty So/on
Kelley Pest Control
David King it Associates
Kirby Vacuum Sales S Service
Businesses have not been listed here.)
If ,your business is not listed among those above please call us (day or night)





































































Siliscriare who twits not
receiv•A the, •41a•
Jelivereg "'Pt of th•
Nlefray togas, A Lunn et
1:30 p alandey-fraieg er
by 330 p oe soevedres
WI wiped Pe ail 753.1116
Wheelie 5:710 p.a. mil 6
p.m., Monday, -friday, of
310 p.m end 4 pia. Seer
tu *mix ditto, etc, of
Roe aeoripapst Celts emit
In *cad o p is weak
Su. or 4 p is Sartureuys to
prat antes delivery.
7 HP Rocket
MISS YOUR PAPER? Area Governments Can Participate
In Excess Prope'rty Loan Program
Approximately 28 Purchase
area local governments are
eligible to participate in a
valuable excess property loan
program coordinated by the
Purchase Area Development
District (PADD). The
program makes available on
.loan federal government
excess equipment to units of





The Ariens Rocket Tiller is a ruggedly constructed,
heavy duty, 7 HP tiller for the serious gardener
with sizable areas to be tilled. It features a front
mounted engine, side-to-side swing-away handle-
bars, two speeds forward and two reverse with all
controls within fingertip reach.
Standard tilling width is 20", adjustable to 28"
with an extension kit. Tilling depth is adjustable
to 9" deep.








program, the PADD relied on
the Jackson Purchase Local
Officials Organization
(JPLOO) for operation and





Administration (EDA), it is
hoped the program will
enhance improvement
capabilities of smaller units of
government. The program
should also prove to be most
economical by giving local
governments access to ex-
pensive equipment at a
nominal cost.
Each level of government
participating donated $300 to
JPLOO which is made up of
mayors and county judges
from throughout the Purchase
area. These monies are used
to cover the cost of collecting
and returning to the Purchase
area, equipment that has been
termed excess property by the
federal government.
Another stipulation for
participating in the program
is that the local government
must ensure that all equip-
ment is properly maintained
and insured. Also it is im-
portant that accurate records
be kept so that JP1.00 can
account for each piece of
loaned equipment. Items
acquired to date include:
office furniture and equip-




The excess property can be
loaned to the participating
governments for an un-
determined length of time;
however, if the federal
government desires to ter-
minate the program or local
government no longer needs
the equipment, it is the par-
ticipating local government's
responsibility to supplement
the cost for returning the
equipment.
Participating governments
may select equipment in an
order cievised from a lottery-
type drawing. After the initial
drawing the first local
government selected, is af-
forded an opportunity to
choose property in value up to
$3,000 based on the original
federal government
acquisition cost.
This lottery system was
used for the initial selection
only. Any participant not
selecting from the existing
available property will be
given first priority at the next
allocation process.
To date, only two com-
munities have selected
equipment. The Bardwell
community, drawn first from
the lottery system, acquired a
44 ton Dodge cargo truck and
other small maintenance and
office equipment. Ballard
County, selected second in the
drawing, chose to acquire a
1967, bulldozer.
Federal guidelines require
that all property be used by
the local government in a
manner which does not violate
any federal, state, or local
government law.
JPLOO will continue to
check items that become
available in the future, make
trips to collect such items and
again allocate them to local
governments in the Purchase
area in the order in which they
were drawn. -
The sixteen member Board
of the JPLOO is chaired by
Graves County Judge Dick
Castelman.
SBA Official
To Be In Paducah
A Small Business
Administration represen-
tative will be available in
Paducah, at City Hall (First
Floor), Assessor's Office.
Thursday, May 20, 1976, 9:00
a. m. till 12:00 noon, to discuss
financial and management
assistance available to small
businessmen.
Visits by SBA staff are
made to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel to
Louisville for the agency's
services.
Businessmen inquiring
about an SBA loan are asked
to bring with them current
profit and loss statements and
a balance sheet for the last
complete business year.
Persons not presently in
business, but seeking financial
help to start, should bring a
current personal financial
statement.
Cook Brussels sprouts (fresh
or frozen( just until tender-
crisp. Drain and halve, then
marinate in French dressing
Serve on lettuce.




Management and the other
Man and Hi' t Environ-
ment—are among the summer
offerings scheduled at Murray
State University for senior
high school students.
Sponsored by the Center for
Continuing Education en the
campus, the one-week en-
vironmental workshops are
designed for science students
who have demonstrated
academic excellence.
Norman 0. Lane, program
director, said two separate
sessions of heMan and His
Environment workshop are
planned. He gave these dates
and workshop descriptions:
Man and His Environ-
ment—July 4-10 and July 11-
17. An intensive, field-oriented
educational experience in
basic ecological and en-
vironmental concepts, the
program is designed, in part,
to enable the student to
develop an understanding of
environmental concerns upon
a rational scientific





workshop, which is a corn-
bination of classroom and
field experignce, will be
placed upon the relationship
between current usage of
natural resources and the
continued availability of those
resources. Special emphasis
will be given to resources
directly related to energy
production and the en-
vironmental impact of their
usage at present and in the
future.
Each workshop will be
directed • and supervised by
faculty from various depar-
tments on the campus, and
trained residence hall
counselors will also be
available to work with par-
ticipants in the carefully
planned active-participation
program.
A fee of $80 for each
workshop covers room, meals,
insurance, instruction, sup-
plies, laboratory use, tran-
sportati9n for field trips,
recreation, and counselor
services. Reduced fees are
also available for commuting
students. A participant who
meets admission standards
may pay an additional fee of
$18 to earn one semester hour
of credit.
Noting that all participants
will be accepted on a first-
come, first-served basis, Lane
Thanks
For The Wonderful Grand
Opening you gave usl
To those who have not been to the Bel-Air
Decor Store_We offer a complete decorating ser-
vice with trained personnel to help you with
decorating.
We have one of the most up to date stores in
Western Kentucky designed to meet any need in
home decor. Sci whether your needs are small or
large, we are here to help.
Come cee t s
This Welik S-pecial
Carpet as low $55° sq. yd






urged anyone interested in
attending to make
arrangements as early as
possible. He said the deadline
for enrollment is May 15.
Further information about
any of the workshops may be
obtained by writing or calling:















1976 Spray Sig leek
Was $19.91
SAVE $6 $2398
Aluminum ventilator and flashing are rust-
resistant. Turbine has lubricated bearing for
smooth, quiet operation. For information ((r,
installatibh and placement, call 000-0000
Help your air conditioner
work more efficiently
HEAT
4 4 4 
can hue(






through tho outing '
th.suby 44414/44‘44 ti14.
Wild On an air
PRICES EXPIRE JUNE 21, 1976
• Priers arc Catalog Prifir, • Shipping, Installatiop Extra
kSears SEARS CATALOotat OFFICE
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5 9 gd '4(t
Warehouse Q




451 South 16th St. Paducah Ky.
Open 9-5 Mon.-Sat., 9-8:30 Friday






Use McBride 's Revolving Charge
Bank Financing Available
















This Week Only $128 DW-CDM
Last 3 Days
Frigidaire Washer
.Fully Automatic Lets You Match
Cycle to The Load









To clean up a storm, this Frigidaire Custom
Deluxe Mobile Dishwasher offers 4-le't:
Super-Surge Washing Action. You'll a.






Enjoy the cooking capacity
of a 23"-wide oven, plus the
cleaning convenience of an
oven door that lifts right off






• AccuLine black matrix picture tube sys-
tem for brilliant, high contrast color
• Automatic Fine Tuning pinpoints and
holds the correct broadcast signal
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-1713
RCJU XL-100
Save Big! Save Here! Save Now!
.NDOUR SPURT Aa
Model AU121 (AC Oniv
fcliegonall picture
100% SOLID STATE • NO TUBES
IICil diagonal
. RCA XL-100, 100%
no chassis tubes to bur ut.
Solid ate for reliability —
• Super AccvColor 
























.Sliding Basket For Convenient
Storage of Small Items
.Temperature Control That Lets
You Adjust For Changing Needs
.Lid That














Model AU192 (AC only)
(d.agonal) plcture




















































on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 75 3-
I916and 753-1917.
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Capsules and
Hydrex Water Pills at



















Route 1, Box 39 Far-
mington, Ky. 345-2366.
Just off 564 between
Farmington and High-








Please make a note of
this new number in
your phone directory












I SHOULD THINK I-fOU
COULD 60 OVER TO THE
6OLF COURSE AND PO
LQUIC J0661N6











































pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, 078x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +

























THE QUEEN LIKED YOU.
UNUSUAL SPECIMEN! SHE'LL
KEEP YOU A WHILE „, PUT





















Farm at Cherry Corner
is closed. We wish to
thank all our customers
and look forward to






















NO THAT'S ANOTHER GOOD















Starting on May 26,
1976, RAMONA
SWIFT, beauty
operator will be em-
ployed at
Kilt I Kurl Beauty Sellan
so uthvide si.opping Center
TILLERS, Tillers, Tillers
3 h. p. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 h. p. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
5. lost And found
• FOUND IN COLD-
WATER black and white
male cat with flea collar
bearing the name Pat.
Call 489-2267. .
FOUND BRITTANY







Box 188 AY, Albany, MO
64402.
WANTED SOMEONE to
keep 6 years old child in





spices and extracts. Has





Harold Brinkley, P. 0.
Box 1645, W. Memphis,
Ar. 72301.






and include 3 references








to P. 0. Box 382,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
CLEANING CABINS at
Cypress Bay Resort '5
miles from Murray on











force and we need
two representatives
in this area. No can-
vassing. Qualified
leads supplies free. If
you are the right per-
son, you will be
trained in our suc-
cessful method of
sales. If you are 21 or
over, and willing to
work hard to earn












needed 5 days per week
send resume and phone
number to Box 144,
Murray.
12 Insurance







Post Office. Call 753-
3263.










15. Articles For Sale
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.








34.49 4- 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LR 78 1,15" -
41.57 + 3.47 FE Tax.
'Welkin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn._
OLD BRICK ON pallets.
Call 753-6475.
MILLIONS OF RUGS




K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
5,000 WATTS Khroler
power plant and two
10,000 BTU roof mount
air conditioners. For
Motor home or camper
trailer. Phone 753-8856.
8 X 14' CANVAS canopy





with orange yarn. 72" x
84", 5714" x 47". Call
753-7982.
WELL KEPT CARPETS
show the results of
regular Blue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".
DOUBLE LADDER rack
with storage bin un-
derneath, for utility
truck or pickup. $103.00.
Also Snap-on duels, like
new, tires and rims, size
16.9" x 28". $500.00. Call
753-7545.
16. Home Furnishings
• G. F AUTOMATIC
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.








compute resume to P.
0. Box 382, Murray. Ky.
42071.
WANTED: CLA & MIT.
Immediate openings.
First and second shifts.
Phone or send resume
to: Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital, P.
0. Box 410, Princeton,





and 2 chairs with lamp
table, black and white T
V., electric range, 11'02'
X 18' carpet. Phone 753-
6795.
TWO TWIN SIZE mat-
tresses, box springs and
frames. $45.00 One set of
CoRier Encyclopedias,
one set of Children's









and Service, 500 Maple












MOWER, two row Ford
pickup planter. J. T.
Taylor Route 4, Murray.
Ky. Phone 753-4922.
1950 ALLIS CHALMER
WD model tractor with
cultivator, $500.00. Two
farm wagons, 1 with
bed, 1 without. $100
each. Call Lowell
Walker, 474-2797.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence




back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
14' JON BOAT 10 h.p.
Evinrude motor and
trailer. Call 436-2243.
ONE 14' SEMI Vee





8' POOL TABLE with
accessories, good
condition. Best offer. 45









organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lenard°
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The




















A complete home treat
mend for Termite's
125 00 with our 5 yoor
warranty plus yevorry
respray,na
triad OW ice Mayfield








Plastic put under house
Kelley Termite and Pest
Control, 753-3914.
24 Miscellaneous
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phont 1-443-7232.
TRUCK LOAD TIRE
Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" - 25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.




200 Series. Four mobile
home tires, set of bunk
beds. Call 474-2796.
WEED EATER, $29.95, to




TRADE pony for calf.
Also for sale 1946 pickup
truck, set of drums,
beagle dogs for $5.00




room suite, 8 piece. One
English grandfather
clock, one antique solid
walnut organ, Starcraft
camper Stardust 8. Call
753-3139.
REX'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
26 TV Radio
MARANTZ RECEIVER
Model 2010, and dual
turntable 1215 S Akai
tape deck, reel to reel.
Built-in Dolby, S.O.S.
741 and 10L-2" reels. Call





turn table, with anti-
skate control, cueing
lever, counter balanced
toner, AM-FM tuner and
90 watt amplifier. $250
Call 753-1469.
19" BLACK AND WHITE,
Sears Silvertone BHF-
VHF, walnut trim ex-
cellent condition, $60.00
Call 753-7982
27 Mobile Nome Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.






Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 787-
4055.
ATTRACTIVE 1972
Homette 12 X 60, located
in town, anchored,
underpinned and fur-
nished, plus central air,
washer and dryer. Call
753-9364.
TWO LARGE LOTS. 121
60 mobile home, all





1971 KINGSWOOD 12x 65,
2 bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air, all
electric. Call 489-2317 or
489-2666 or 489-2348.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric. Call
489-2317 or 489-2348 or
489-2666.
28 HeatiPg 8 Coolie.:
6.000 BTU AIR Condition.
$7500. Call 753-1358.
ONE TON AIR con-
ditioner-that reverses to
heat Brand new Call
753-9232
•
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28. Heating & Cooling
AIR CONDMON s.ile,
Thomas A. Edison 10,100
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 X 60 AND 10 X 55
trailer. See Brandon Dill
at Murray Drive In











GARAGE for rent. Call
436-5560.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.







Dr. New York, NY 10027.
WANT TO RENT house




outside of Murray. Call
436-2430 after 6 p.m.
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDRO M
DUPLEX apartment to









May 25, 1976 through
August 25, 1976. Water
and cablevision fur-
nished. Couple or single
person. Telephone 753-
1221 or 753-2863 after 5
p.m.
.NICE FURNISHED
apartment. Can be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
r 100 South 13th.
VACANT-NEAR CAM-
PUS furnished apart-
ment. $90.00 month. Call
753-8333 or 753-7671.














34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
FORNISHED brick
home one mile from
city. Call 753-8681 or 753-
7850.
FOUR BEDROOM
HOUSE with 2 baths.
Large lot, North 7th St.
$165.00 per month. Call
753-5561.
HOUSE-Sublet for
summer, 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, walk to campus.
$250 month, includes




horse trailer. Also stable




hands, sound, gentle but
spirited, well broke. Call




TESTED 1/2 and 3,4 blood
Simmental and Maine-
Anion bulls. All bulls
ready for service, else
k-2 blood Limousin and
Chianina cows with 3'4
blood calves at side.
Br bent Farms,






BIRD CAGE for sale,









and- grooming. Call 435-
4481.
FULL BLOODED MALE





lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
40 Produce
STRAWBERRIES are
still here for another
week. Best berries of the
season. Three miles
East of Tr -City, Ky. on
Highway 83. Watch for
signs. Hoyt F. Adams,
phone 382-2360.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE 2.2 miles off
of East 94 on Pottertown
Rd. Avon bottles, large





YARD SALE Saturday 22
of May from 9 a.m. to 4







Saturday 21, 22nd. 9
am.-? Lots of good
clean men and womens
clothes, bottles, old











College Farm Rd. Nice
clothing, all types and
sizes. Cheap
material,portable T. V.
Two fans, lots of odds









•• •I•wr••• per ••••
GARAGE SALE Thur-
sday and Friday, 8 a.m.-
dark. Many items to
choose from. 1718 and
1720 Holiday Drive. Call
753-3509.
YARD SALE, 3 party,
Saturday May 22, 8 to 5.
Highway 121, 10 miles,






itms. 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m., Saturday May 22,
' 202 N. 13th.
t-rei
SPACIOUS-LUXURIOUS
This beautiful home in a 'choice location has three
bedroom.s, three baths and a shower, den, living-
dining room and an extra large playroom. The kit-
chen has built-in range, disposal and dishwasher
and the double garage has electric door opener_
Custom drapes, outstanding door hardware,
bookshelves, etc. Central gas heat, central electric
air conclittnning - unusually low utility bilLs.
Located within one block of Murray High School on





Don fucker 753-1930 Chuck Shuflett 753 4560
502 Maple 753-4342
YARD SALE 1306 Story,
Friday and Saturday. 10




this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real
Estates, 505 Main S.,
Murray, 753-0101-7531 or
Bob Rodgers 753-7116.
90 ACRE,S 8 miles from
Murray on Elm Grove
Rd. Has good tobacco
barn, 30 acres cleared
and tillable, 35 acres





YARD SALE, 905 N. 18th,
Friday and Saturday,
May 21 and 22. 9 a.m. to




Saturday, 9 to 4.
THREE PARTY YARD
Sale, 808 Sunny Lane,
Friday and Saturday,
May 21 & 22, 36 piece
Ruby dishes, dinner
bell, 9' fly rod, wood
portable Singer Sewing
Machine. Embroidered
bed sheet with bolster
cover, good clothes and
many attic articles. 8




REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a.





home with plenty of
shade trees. Five acres
of pasture under new
fence. Four outbuildings
and deep well, 2 miles
East of Murray on
Lassiter Rd., 4th house





Just listed almost new 2
bedroom, 11/2 bath brick
rtinch home on quiet
street in nice neigh-
borhood. Home is ex-
tremely neat and well
decorated, has central
heat and air, garage and
covered concrete patio.
Priced in low 30's. Check
first with KOPPERUD
REALTY, phone 753-
1222 for personal, full-




3 Rndroonn brick with 7
baths harp hying room,
den 7 tar gentwon 4n-end




ttrit 7 bedroom horn.,
tws 7 hetes on each floor




Should you buy your •




tamales move up into a
larger home in the same
general area In this case.
it makes sense to .441 the
present home first.
The secret, however, is
to sell the house under
the onditions that the
papers will pass and title
will be (onveyed in irro
90 or 120 days. This was,
you avoid the possibility
of owning two homes at
the same time.
True, it puts you in a
position of being forced
to buy another home,
HAVE HOUSES will sell -
Three new 3 bedroom,
brick homes with 2
baths, central heat and
air, carpets, built-ins in
kitchen, one with
oversized 2 car garage, 2
with 1 car garage. Two
have 1575 sq. ft. living
area and one1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four




FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Are you looking for
Collar)? living, 31/2 miles
from town? I have
several beautiful 3 acre
lots for sale at the
corner of the Squ4e
Workman and Ezell Rd.,
east of Murray. Call
David King at 753-8355
or 753-8356.
ROBERTS REALTY
located or South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.
44 Lots For Sale
LOTS ON KENTUCKY
Lake, Baywood Vista,
off Highway 280. Route 1
no. 280, Pineville, Ky
40977.




Barkley lot in Rock-




Dr., Route 3, Cyntinana,
Ky. 41031. Call 606-234-
6130.




Kirksey. 106 acres of top
farm land and timber,
$850 per acre. Phone
Paducah 442-0245.
46. Homes For Sale
Brightly decorated





















BRICK, central air and
heat i gas), all kitchen
built-Ms, washer and
dryer, large family
room, 1 1-2 baths, patio,
gas grill, fenced
backyard, and growing
garden Home located in
Bagwell Subdivision on
quiet street. Call 753-
1888 for appointment.
REDUCED FOR QUICK
Sale: New Barn style
house, unfinished, in
East "y" Subdivision.




"Purdom and Thum an Real istaie





anyway With a con-
certed enort, one should
be able'-t0 buy the right
property In the 90 or 120
days allotted.
Also you avoid the
possibility of panic-
selling iour original
home (a good w to
10Se Money), plus vs:mil
know esactly how much
money will be available
for a down payment on
the ness hoarse.
lf there is anything "'e ran
do 
in hell) You in the field Of
real ectete please phone or
drop '" at PURD)M
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray-
Flmne -1 1-4451, we're 
here
to help.






105 North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-8080
"Member of Multiple Listing"
B. B. Hook - 753-2387
Audra Moody - 753-9036





Homer Miller • 753-7519
Pat Mobley - 753-8958
Reuben E. Moody - 753-9036
COUNTY
A HOME FOR ALL SEASONS - 3 bedroom, 2',2
bath lakefront home at Panorama Shores. Central
heat & air, sunporch, basement, wall-to-wall car-
peting, Sr built-in range. Splendid view of the lake
from every room.
ESTATE-LIKE HOME. Beautiful 2 story home on 1
acre wooded lot. Patio, double garage, central heat
& air, den, dining room, wall-to-wall carpeting,
fireplace, intercom, central vacuum, dz kitchen
built-ins.
EXECUTIVEOYPE HOME - Gracious 2 story
brick home with 4 bedrooms & 21/2 baths. Patio,
double garage, central heat & air, den, dining room,
wall-to-wall carpeting, fireplace, & kitchen built-
ins. Beautiful lawns & prestigious location.
NATURE WHISPERS - Beautiful Year around tri-
level home with lakeview. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
patio, central heat & air, dining room, wall-to-wall
carpeting, fireplace, kitchen built-ins, di walk-
around deck. Approx. 2 years old. Gorgeous wooded
setting.
RUSTIC PICTURESQUE - 3 bedroom stained -
siding bungalow near lakes. Elee. wall heat,
fireplace, wall-to-wall carpeting, & porches. Recen-
tly redecorated-quiet setting. All for under $20,000.
AT LAKEWAY SHORES 2 story home with
basement. 2 bedrooms, 11/2 bath, fireplace, garage,
built-in range, paneling, & wall-to-wall carpeting.
Nice house with a lot of land.
MINT CONDMON - 11/2 story home with 4
bedrooms, 11/2 bath, garage, den, dining room,
fireplaces, wall-to-wall carpetbag, & kitchen built-
ins. New plumbing & wiring. Excellent outside
storage. Under $20,000.
SCENIC WOODLAND setting for cottage with 3
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, sundeck, central gas heat,
wall-to-wall carpeting, Ben Franklin fireplace, &
kitchen built-ins. Basement & outdoor storage. Only
1 year old on wooded 11/2 acre lot.
SECLUDED BUT COMFORTABLE -3 bedroom, 1
bath aluminum siding home on 1 acre lot. Carport,
wall-to-wall carpeting, electric heat. Trees, garden
spot, & 2 outside buildings.
BRIGHT & SUNNY-3 bedroom, 1 bath brick Se
frame home on 1 acre lot. Carport, patio, electric
wall heat, wall-to-wall carpeting, built-in range dz
dishwasher. New roof & pump. Separate garage
could be hobby or commercial shop.
TRADITIONAL HOME in Hazel, Ky. 4 bedrooms, 1
bath, wall-to-wall carpeting, decorated with
paneling and wall paper. 11/2 story older home with
large front porch has a feel of the Old South.
FARM ATMOSPHERE on 3 acres. 3 bedroom 1/2
story frame home with fireplaces, paneling & wall
paper. Located 3 miles south of Lynn Grove on
paved road.
A REAL DOLL'S HOUSE - 3 bedroom Western
cedar. Patio, carport, central heat & air, dining
room, wall-to-wall carpeting, fireplace, Se kitchen
built-ins. Extras include cathedral ceiling & mat-
ching drapes & shades. Lot is approx. 1 acre. House
not quite 2 years old.
NICE OLDER HOME in Hazel, Ky. 80' it 100' lot.
Recently redecorated, new concrete porches, gas
heat, 5 bedrooms, over 2,000 sq. ft. living area.
Priced under $10,000.
JUST IN TIME for summer vacation season - fur-
nished cottage on beautiful I acre lakeview lot in
Panorama Shores. 3 bedrooms, fireplace, outside
storage.
STATELY SOUTHERN COLONIAL -4 bedroom,
31/2 bath home loaded with quality situated on 1 Lz
acres. Huge bedrooms, central vacuum system, ap-
prox. 4,000 sq. feet of living area. All the standards
of comfortable living plus many extras.
OAKS ESTATES - Quality home with 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, large sunken den with elevated fireplace,
central heat & air, wall-to-wall carpeting, double
garage. Beautifully wooded 44 acre lot.
LAKE FRONT HOME on 1/2 lots at Panorama
Shores. 2 story aluminum siding home is divided in-
to 2 fully furnished apartments. Large glassed-in
porch and open patio. Over 2,000 sq. ft. of living
area.
UNIQUE FEATURES in this brick split-level in-
clude spiral staircase, 2 fireplaces, refrigerator
with icernaker, self-cleaning range, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, and large recreation room on first
level. Approx. 1 year old house on 1 acre lot.
REDUCED TO $22,900 - about 6 miles out on 1 acre
lot. 3 bedroom brick home features large family
room, electric heat, carpeting, range, refrigerator,
washer, dryer, and carport.
UNDER 120,030 -4 bedroom stucco home with car-
port, electric heat, built-in range. Recently
redecorated. 3'4 acre lot. Yard partially fenced.
GREAT POSSIBILITIES for this property on N.
16th Ext. 411/2 acres in -ity limits of which 25 acres
are tillable. Farm or develop. Some timber. House
has full basement, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, dz 2
fireplaces.
ATTRACTIVE, WELL-KEPT home on 2 acres east
of Murray. Double garage, gas heat, screened side
porch, air conditioner, & basement. 2 stock barns &
other farm buildings.
CITY
PERFECT FOR NEWLYWEDS - 2 bedroom
frame house in good location. Gas heat, wall-to-wall
carpeting, storm doors & windows, nice porches.
Range goes with house. Deep lot. Reasonably
priced.
A LITTLE BIT OF AMERICANA in this spacious
rustic log house on wooded lot near Untt'ersity. 5
large bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen, den plus bz
basement. The perfect home for your antiques.
CASUAL LIVING de entertaining in this 3 bedroom
brick home with extra large patio. Other features
include fireplace, central gas heat de air, 31/2 baths,
& wall-to-wall carpeting. Prestigious neighborhood.
SHORT ON BEDROOMS' Then come see this
lovely 1/2 level brick home with 4 bedrooms & 2
baths. Spacious, well-kept home Se private wooded
lot in a quiet residential location.
CLEAN & NEAT - 3 bedroom frame home con-
veniently located near city school. Nicely decorated
with some paneling, new wall-to-wall carpeting,
dryer hook-up, de garbage disposal. Ideal for young
couple. Good price!
TRADITIONAL FRAME HOME - 2 bedrooms, 1
bath. Mostly carpeted, utility room, fenced yard, 83
all city facilities. A real bargain for under $15,000.
NICE RESIDENTIAL AREA - 3 bedroom brick
home on Story Ave. Conveniently located near shop-
ping centers. 11/2 baths, double carport, de den. Well-
landscaped yard has large wood storage building.
INCOME PROPERTY - Large older home con-
veniently located near downtown shopping. Presen-
tly set up for 2 apartments. 5 bedrooms, 2 kitchens,
plus living room & dining room. All city facilities.
CHARMING de TASTEFUL 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
home in excellent residential area. Central gas
heat, central electric air, double garage, den, for-
mal dining room, wall-to-wall carpeting. & kitchen
built-ins. Large, well-landscaped fenced back yard.
CHOICE BUY! 3 bedroom brick with wall-to-wall
carpeting, den, formal dining room, kitchen built-
ins, & extra large carport. Located on College Farm
Road.
INVESTMENT AT HOME - well-kept 2 stori,
frame home near University. Gas heat, basement.
dr garage. Fireplace & sunporch. Six furnished
bedrooms on 2nd floor.
:Jr)
COUNTRY PRIVACY WITH CITY FACILITIES -
3 bedroom brick on extra large lot in nice area. Car-
port, den, patio, storm doors & windows.
Reasonably priced on 16th St.
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom brick home with electric
heat, fully carpeted, all appliances in kitchen, patio,
large fenced backyaid, double garage, concrete clir-
veway.
HOME FOR LARGE FAMILY or use as home Se in-
coem. 7 bedrooms, 4 baths, large rooms, kitchen ap-
pliances, washer & dryer, separate garage. 3 acre
lot.
MAKE A PROFIT! When you invest in this 2 story
brick home with basement. Large patio, double car-
port, gas heat, central electric air, & fireplace. 2nd
floor & basement apartments are fully furnished.
A COZY HOME with all the comforts of the city.
Nicely decorated 2 bedroom home with double
garage, storm doors & windows, wall-to-wall car
peting, 2 screened porches. Near downtown shop-
ping.
SPANISH RANCH home features sunken living
room, formal dining room, family room, with
fireplace, intercom, central vacuum, shag car-
peting, large kitchen, Si double garage.
LARGE LOVELY OLDER HOME located near
University. 3 or 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, central gas
heat, dr large living room with fireplace.
NEAR ROBERTSON SCHOOL - Central gassheat,
central electric air. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den with
fireplace, built-in range, dishwasher, &
refrigerator. Just $36,500.
THE ABOVE LISTINGS ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR MANY LISTINGS. IN ADDITION TO
THESE, WE HAVE BUILDING LOTS IN THE CITY, COUNTY, AND IN THE LAKE AREA.
ALSO, WE HAVE AVAILABLE A GOOD SELECTION OF ACREAGE IN ALMOST ANY
SECTION OF CALLO WAY COUNTY. AT THE PRESENT TIME, HAVE THE LARGEST
AND MOST VARIED LISTINGS OF COMMERCIAL PROPE SO GIVE US A CALL
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46. Homes For Sale
FOUR IlltDROOM, 2 bath
hoine designed for
family living. For sale
by owner. Call 753-7853.
QUALITY NEW HOME, 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath,




Special 3 bedroom, 1/2
bath, brick on 1 acre.
Large den with
fireplace. Under $30,000.
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46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE I. TWO
BEDROOM home with
23 acres on Highway 121,
home has been corn
pletely redecorated and
remodeled. Really
sharp, priced to sell.
$19,900. Call 436-2516.
BY OWNER-Canterbury.
Large 2 story colonial
home with 4 bedrooms,
21/2 baths, on well lan-
dscaped lot. Gas heat,
less than 4 years old.
Priced in upper forties.
Call 1534196.
47. Motorcycles
1975 HONDA XL75 and
1975 Honda XL 100. $375
ekich. Can be seen at
Hutson's Texaco, 15th
and Main.
Specialize in All Kinds Of
Uniperms For
Other kinds of permanents for 510 00
Roseland White
is starting Thursday 13th at
Riviera Beauty Salon, Trailer 24.




BUSINESS L INCOME: $380.00 monthly income
from five rentals; plus a good business building.
Just one mile South HW M121. Sacrifice; $24,950
EASY FINANCING POSSIBLE
ACREAGE NEAR KY. LAKE: 22-acres near Blood
River/Panorama area with fine building sites
along the 800 ft. of blacktoproad frontage. A
beautiful wooded home site with lots of roam or
good investment for development. Priced to sell
at $13,950
BUY DIRECT FROM OWNER
AND SAVE THE DIFFERENCE
ettflDfNG SITE: c pzileil and country located
just miles fr y pdy for your new
home or mobile a ed to please at
$2,950
Please Call After
5:00 P. M. 753-9773.
Roberts Realty Presents:
Today's Special!
500 North 7th Street. Large, Southern colonial,
four bedroom two bath home. Full basement;
two fireplaces, carpet, drapes, disposal, range,
dishwasher, double car garage plus storage
barn, natural gas furnance with highest heat bill
being $59.00! Buy as is and do your own
decorating for $42,500.00.
North of Lynn Grove. Older house with two
fireplaces, torm doors and windows, electric
heat, outside building that could be made into
rental property, one and a half acres of land,
$13,500.00
Pine Bluff Shores. Restaurant and all the equip-
ment; bait hose, two storage buildings, floating
dock, two lots with waterfront, mobile home and
:urniture, all ready for operation and a bright
future! $37,500.00.
Hoyt Roberts 753-1124 Edna knight 753-4910
Rey Roberts 436-5650 Leis Parker 753-6096
T. C. Calk 753-5122 Anne Regeerth 753-2477
Pet Armstrong 436-2174





1N YAMAHA MX 1974
model. Runs like new.
Good condition. Call 753-







Only 900 miles. $750.00
Call 753-4705.
1974 HARLEY DAVID-
SON Sportster 1000 CC
$2,300. Call 753-3833.
1175 ELSINORE CR 250
M, motorcross bike, like
new. Cl1753872l or 753-
5267.
1973 HONDA 450, ex-
cellent condition. 3900
miles and 1969 Pontiac
Catalina. Call 753-2448.
48 Automotive Service
IRLCK LOAD '1 IRE
Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
1:78x15" - 23.99 + 3.08.
Wallin Hardware.
Paris, Tenn.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 DATSUN pickup,
excellent condition.
Reduced for quick sale.
Call 753-5561.
1972 INTERNATIONAL
3,4 ton pickup. Long









must be seen to ap-








radio, tape, tilt steering
wheel, cruise control,
six-way power seats, all
- the extras, luxury, you
can afford. Call 489-2254.
16' ALL METAL Park
Hearst truck bed with
hoist. Bed 2 years old,
price 61,000. Call Dover,
615-232-6221 nights.
1969 FORD VAN, $1100.
Can be seen 641 South
across from Nesbitts
Fabric Shop.
1971 WHITE TORINO, 4
door, 350 V-8, air con-
dition, automatic, and
power. Call 753-6415.
1965 CHEVY TWO DOOR,
4 on the floor, 327 engine,





















49 Used Cars & Trucks 50 Campers
1965 VOLSSWAGON with • 16' COACHMAN FOLD
complete re-built OUT, sleeps 6. Stove,
engine. 1956 Buick, icebox, lots of extras.
collectors item, Call for details, 489-2716.
reasonably priced. Call 
753-1497.
1971 "Jeepster Com-
mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
1174 VALIANT 6 cylinder,
4 door, excellent con-
dition. Call 75341728.
1972 DATSUN 1200, good
condition. Call 753-9364.
PRICE REDUCED. 1938




VAN can be seen at 12th
and Chestnut.
1969 T BIRD, full power
and air. $900.00, or best
offer. Call 753-8918.
1974 126 YAMAHA EN-
DURO. 44 miles, 1 week
old. Call 753-7728.
1953 WILLIS PICKUP, 4
wheel drive. Can be seen











West of Midway. Call
753-3897.
1969 DODGE DART GT.
340 automatic. 6650. Call
753-3473.
1973 DODGE CHARGER,




owner, $1,295. Call 753-
4445.
50 Campers





pop up camper. Sleeps 8.
Price $450. Call 437-4289.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-
4904.
51 Seri' Uttered
YES, WE ARE GOING to
be hauling hay again
this year. Call 753-6477.
Estate Auction
Nix and Mrs. Oct ii Curd
Antique and other furniture
Saturday May 22 10 a. m. rain or shine on Main St.
in Hazel, Ky.
Offering 2 oldest and best kitchen cabinets, two
full and one half size wood oak bedsteads, a
square oak dining table, 6 hickory bottom chairs,
tin door safe, two sweing machines, one is camel
back, 5 drawer chest, quilts, bedspreads, afghan
and old rugs (all handmade). Quilt frames,
mission bookshelves and books, Seth Thomas
clock case, 3 bean kettles, tea and wash kettles,
beautiful oil lamp, syrup pitcher, glass Easter
bunny, well bucket, rope and pulley, pokers, ash
pullers, shoe last, churn and lids. Daguerreotype
pictures, 3 medallions, watch chains, 2 pieces
one each marble, 3 piece IZYPsti yard set, clean
pillows, some dishes, stove, refrigerator, pine
boxes, green fruit cans, and miscellaneous
Will add to sale Jenny Lind bedstead, larke
dresser, small wardrobe told), chest, small
tables, high and other chairs, a lot of new
florescent tubes, butter crocks, electric lamm,
boys shirts, small rugs, possibly a teeord player
and 2 speakers, electric organ, and a truck load
of other pieces. For inforontioo *ow Douglas





Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate •
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4532,







drying_ Call 7514823 or
753-9618.
K1,RBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 753-
8343.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.















INSULATION blown in by
' SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling







or dry foam shampoo
method. W? fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.
Call collect for free
estimates, 247-7333.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK








4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay only
for material used.
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P















$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge











struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.




























After June 1, 1976, a 10% penalt; will
be added to the purchase of Motor
Vehicle License and Business
Privilege Licenses. The City Clerk's of-
fice will be open each Friday until 6:00
p.111. and nn Saturday,
May 22 8 a.m.-12:00
May 29 8 a.m.-12:00
The Cierk's office will be closed Mon-




hor • e and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474
8841 or 753-7203.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
54 Free Column
FREE TO GOOD HOME,
mixed breed 5 month old
puppy. Call 753-2339.
FREE PUPPIES. Will be





be female. Phone 762-
2993,8-1:30.
FREE
One of the few remaining things in this
country that is still FREE, is a visit
from ME or one of my associates. For
an estimate of your property, or for an
AUCTION date call COLLECT,
daytime 388-7251, night 388-7088
Thomas White L Sons
Auction L Real Estate
Itiott••••• Ay
AUCTION SALE
&eerily *No 22tol, i6 a. um. at tin Moor•cs Crease boom. 3
N•rt• et Morns" at CAI Compgr000l Cliord. Go •of Go.
ri letti St. istima•41 t• lb. aid mid tare W. Mr. Crouse'
has a large farm house filled with antiques that
he is going to tear down. Must have a sale. Two
glass door china cabinets, old kitchen cabinet,
fsticy buffet, antique rockers, and chair, sewing
machine, antique dressers, machine, beds.
trunks, Victrola, childs roll top desk, shadow box
what nots, flower and soda kegs, library table.
vinegar barrel, nail kegs, oak dining chairs, pit
cher pump, old lamps and lanterns, bean pots.
irons, stane crocks, jugs, dated fruit jars, large
lot of depression glass, cut and pressed glass,
china and trinkets, glass crystal, bicycle and




43 5 41 78 or 435-4144, Lynn Grove.
Sell Your Home Through
Kopperud Realty
1503 Oxford
Just listed is this quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath home in Canterbury Estates
Home has lovely carpeting throughout, large living room, formal dining
room, very large kitchen-den combination, eantral heat and air, 2 car
garage with ample storage and wooden deck patio in backyard. Priced at
$42,750.
Gatesborough
3 bedroom, 2 bath home with many outstanding features, including den with
fireplace, wood beamed ceilings, dark wood paneling, built-in desk and
bookshelves. Stereo -speakers throughout house, central vacuum, large
modern kitchen with all appliances, including built-in trash compactor. Cen-
tral electric heating and air, large two car garage and ample storage areas.
$44,500.
2210 Gatesborough Circle
This colonial brick ranch home has many fine features for comfortable and
elegant living. This home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room with dining
area, den with fireplace, large kitchen, utility room, enclosed sun porch, and
two car attached garage. Exquisite color coordination and decor in every
room, central gas heat, central electric air-conditioning and many extras.
Phone Bill Kopperud 753-1222 for an appointment. $44,900.
905 Doran Road
Three bedroom modem brick ranch home with 2 baths, large living room,
dining room, kitchen-den combination, central gas heat and central electric
air. Owners moving out of state and must sell. Make an offer and get a real
bargain on this well built and well located home.
1607 Parklane
Just listed is this like new very neat and attractive 3 bedroom 1½ bath home
with living room, kitchen-den combination utility room, covered concrete
patio, outside storage, central heat and air and garage. Only $31,500
1200 South 16th
Three bedroom home on large lot with large impressive stone fireplace and
shag carpet in den. Living room, dining room and kitchen. A well located
home in west end of Murray. Price $29,900. -
West of Murray
Located just outside the city limits is this modern brick ranch home with 2
bedrooms, large living room, a very large kitchen, and utility room. Central
heat and air, carpet and large lot in country setting make this a very
pleasant home. $27,000.
Country Living-Reasonable Price
New 3 bedroom home near Lynn Grove on over 9 acres of land. Over 8 ten-
dable acres, stock barn, partially fenced. Excellent location with over 400
foot frontage on Highway 94,6 miles from Murray. Priced at only $27,500.
4 Bedroom Home on 2 Acres
Ready for immediate occupancy is this 4 bedroom, 11/2 bath home with large
living room, dining room, kitchen, and full basement. House sets on 2 acres
and is priced at only $19,500.
55 Acres
Excellent location, lit miles north of Murray.
Zoned for Business
Well-built older three bedroom home at downtown location featuring har-
dwood floors, living room with wood burning fireplace, dining room, kitchen,
I bath, and entry foyer. Home is in an excellent state of repair and can be
purchased for only $11,000.
146 Acres
146 Acres with over 1000 feet of frontage on Barkley Lake. Several excellent
building sites with beautiful lake view. Own your own private secluded
resort for only $459 per acre - total price 1•87.000.
10 Acre Wooded Tract
Located just south of Uncle Jeff's on Highway 641 within the city limits of
Murray. Only tract of its kind in Murray. Possible exclusive residential or
apartment sit. $48,000.
Building Lots
We have several choice building sites: Doran Road, Sherwood Forrest,
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Deaths and Funerals .
Retired Railroad
Man Dies Tuesday
Obie Delmus Chilcutt, age
76, a retired railroad man,
died Tuesday at 2:20 p.m. at
his home in Puryear, Tenn.
Born December 13, 1899, he
was the son of the late William
(Bill) and Tennessee Shipley
Chilcutt. He was a member of
the Puryear United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lois Taylor Chilcutt, to whom
he was married May 6, 1928;
one sister, Mrs. Annie Bell
Taylor, and one brother,
Joseph N. Chilcutt, Paris,
Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Friday at ten a.m. at the
Puryear United Methodist
Church with Rev. Julian
Welch and Rev. Carl Wilson
officiating. Burial will be in
the Puryear City Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., where friends may call.
Services, Refus
Smith, Are Today
The funeral for Ref us Smith
of Kirksey Route One is being
laeki today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro.
Connie Wyatt and Bro. Webb
Hall officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Robert, Gerald, Tim, Hiram
H., Clay, and Robert G. Smith.
Burial will be in the Mt. Olive
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mr. Smith, age 68, died
Monday at four p.m. at his
home.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hauteen Fulton Smith; four
daughters, Mrs. Betty Lou
Treas, Mrs. Mary Sue
Trenholin, Mrs. Gela Gail
Green, and Mrs. Barbara
Marie Evans; one son, Hiram
B. Smith; six sisters, seven
brothers, nine grandchildren,
and one great grandchild.
Arza W. Nicholls
Dies At Hospital
Aria W. Nicholls, father of
Mrs. Bertha Nelson of Hardin
Route One, died Tuesday at
8:30 a.m at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was 94
years of age and a resident of
Decatur, Ill.
The deceased was a
member of the Central
Christian Church, Decatur,
Ill. Graveside services will be
held Friday at the Fair Lawn
Cemetery, Decatur, with Rev.
William C. Nichols officiating.
Survivors are his daughter,
Mrs. Nelson; one brother, Ray
H. Nicholls of Decatur, RI.;
one granddaughter.




Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.5,
up 0.4
Below dam 302.8, down 1.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.0,
up 0.3.
Below dam 315.0, up 0.2.
Sunset 8:01 p.m. Sunrise
5:45 a.m.




fr4s1; him 4. Drics.A.
ARTCRAFT STUDIOS




Robert D. (Dick) Crouch of
Murray Route One, Lynn
Grove community, died
Wednesday at 5:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 83 years of
age and his death followed an
illness of five weeks.
The deceased was born
December 16, 1892, in Henry
County, Tenn., and was the
son of the late Alex Crouch
and Marina Josephine Stur-
div ant Crouch.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Audie Miller Crouch, Lynn
Grove; two daughters, Mrs.
Stanley (Fern) Darnell,
Farmington Route One, and
Mrs. William Skeet (Sue)
Haneline, Murray Route One;
three sons, Theron Crouch,
Farmington route One, and
Ralph and Max Crouch,
Murray Route One; one sister,
Mrs. Addie Jones, Con-
valescent Division of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital;
one brother, Herbert (Pete)




The funeral will be held
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Elder
Paul Poyner officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the West Fork Cemetery.




Word has been received of
the death of Clyde Moody,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died after a short illness
on May 4 in Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. Moody was the sort of
the late W. A. Moody of
Freeland's Mill. He is sur-
vived by one brother, Minton
Moody, Louisville, and two
sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Oliver
and Mrs. Minnie Booker,
Dearborn, Mich.
Cremation was in Los
Angeles, Calif., where he had
been a realtor for many years.
Tom Wilkerson's
Funeral Is Today
Funeral services for Tom
Wilkerson of Murray Route
Four are being held today at
2:30 p. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Norman Culpepper,
Rev. John Pippin, and Rev.
Lawson Williamson of-
ficiating. Playing the organ is
Mrs. Patsy Neale.
Serving as pallbearers are
Leo Erwin, Robert Glen
Clark, T. Clark, Billy Max
Paschall, and Bobby and
Harold Hopper. Burial will be
in the Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Mr. Wilkerson, age 82, died
Tuesday at his home. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Jewel Adams Wilkerson;
three daughters, Mrs. Fred
Cooper, Mrs. Sammie Miller,
and Mrs. Ray Clark; two sons,
Lynn and Hugh Wilkerson;
one sister, Mrs. Cratis
Paschall; twelve grand-
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Rites Are Today
For Mr. Tidwell
Final rites for G. W. Tidwell
of Lynn Grove are being held
today at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Virgil Blankenship officiating,
and Gus Robertson, Jr., and




Max and Bobby Manning,
Basel Smith, and W. L
(Skeet) Haneline. Burial will
be in the Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Tidwell, age 73, died
Tuesday at 11:20 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Audie Haneline
Tidwell; daughter, Mrs. Billy
Coleman; grandson, Wildie
Gene Coleman; sister, Mrs.
Audie Jones; brother, Wendell
California Governor A Mix Of
Liberal And Conservative Views
SACRAMENTO, Calif. I AP)
— Jerry Brown has been a
political mix of liberal and
conservative in 16 months as
California governor. He has
made few sweeping changes
in state government, but he
has made an impact in areas
ranging from sex laws to
education spending.
Brown, who put a dent in the
Jimmy Carter bandwagon by
beating him in Maryland's
Democratic presidential
primary on Tuesday, rarely
affects people in a neutral
way. He is often viewed as
representing the best or the
worst o(the "new politics" in
the United States.
A leader of people, Brown
lays, must set a tone. He talks
a lot about "lowered expec-
tations" and limits on what
government can do for people.
"I see nothing Wrong with a
creative pause," he says.
Young Kennedy Getting
Baptism Into Politics
BOSTON t AP) — Joseph P.
Kennedy III, oldest of the new
generation of Kennedy men, is
getting his baptism in politics
by managing the re-election
campaign of his uncle, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy.
The son of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy says he
will use the experience to
decide whether to run for
office himself someday.
Though only 23. Kennedy
emphasizes that he alone
directs the statewide cam-
paign for the Democratic
senator, whom he calls "Uncle
Ted."
"He's let me have a pretty
free hand in this," Kennedy
said in an interview. "I'm
Gillum. .
(Continued from Page It
Some of tne programs
completed include a TV sereis
on nutrition entitled
"Mulligan Stew" at each
school; a community pride
program that included a junk
car removal program; a Bike-
A-Thon for crippled children;
an area workshop on the
bicentennial; special interest
programs on gun safety,
bicycle safety, American
Private Enterprise program,
small engine safety and
repair, and a speak-up
program in cooperation with
elementary schools.
During the past year a 4-H
Tobacco Show and Sale was
started. A learn to swim
program was started three
years ago. Soils judging and
tobacco grading were added
along with a 4-H Rabbit Show
at the county fair.
Twelve youths have at-
tended the Kentucky Older
Youth Conference in
Washington and two state
project champions have been




three adult leaders have at-
tended out of state leader
forums.
All of the above mentioned
activities have been led by
Gillum along with the clubs,
projects, and camping ac-




The Youth of the
Independence United
Methodist Church will have
charge of the services on
Sunday, May 23, at the church
with sermonettes by Cheryl
Burkeen, Terry Burkeen,
Beverly McElrath, and Edwin
Garrett at the eleven a. m.
services.
Special singing will be by
the Youth Class. Ricky and
Dicky Burkeen will be in
charge of the song service.
Taking the offering will be
Wade Schroader and David
Phillips.
Teaching classes for Sunday
School at ten a. m. will be
Edwin Garrett, Cheryl, Terry,
Donna, and Ricky Burkeen,
Beverly McElrath, and Alan
Haley.
The pastor, Bro. Coy
Garrett, invites the public to
attend the services.
running this operation."
Kennedy, tall and rugged,
presides over a small paid
staff in a barren suite of of-
fices in a downtown Boston
office building.
With his boyish face and
bushy hair, he looks so much
like his father and uncles that
people approach him on the
street and ask if he's a Ken-
nedy.
Asked if he would like to
seek office, Kennedy said,
"Certainly it interests me.
That's why I'm involved here.
"I'm seeing how the
government operates on the
federal, state and local levels.
It's a learning process now. I
don't know how I'll feel about
politics in six months."
He was working in Robert
Kennedy's campaign for the
Democratic presidential
nomination in 1968 when his
father was assassinated.
Although he lacks ex-
perience in managing a
campaign, Kennedy said he
has not had much trouble
getting old political hands to
take him seriously.
"I think that people realize
that I'm not running for
office," he said. "It's my
Uncle Ted, and most of the
politicians in this state take
him very seriously and are
willing to work with anyone he
chooses."
Kennedy, the second of 11
children in his family, will
graduate next month from the
University of Massachusetts
in Boston.
So far, two Republicans,
both political unknowns, have
taken out nomination papers
to oppose Sen. Kennedy, who




Baptist Church, located 1/2
miles southwest of Coldwater
across from the Bazzell
Cemetery, will hold its annual
homecoming on Sunday. May
23.
Bro. William Strong, former
church member and now
pastor of the Bethany Baptist
Church in Graves County. will
be the speaker at the af-
ternoon services. A basket
lunch will be served at noon.
The pastor, Bro. Jack
McClain, will preach at eleven
a. m. with Sunday Scho,-,1
being held at ten a m.
Many columnists describe
the 38-year-old governor as
the most interesting politician
in the country today.
Provocative, flashy, bright,
anti-big government, young,
on the move, moving up.
But his foes say he has
implemented a "politics of
drift" in California since he
took over from GOP
presidential contender Ronald
Reagan. They find him am-
bitious, cold, shallow, sanc-
timonious.
Much of the debate centers
on the record of this tall, thin,
animated politician who often
tells reporters about his 16-
hour-a-day, six-day work
week and calls campaigning
his idea of "a perfect day."
Brown, a former
seminarian who is fond of
Biblical quotes and
philosophical dialogue,
doesn't do much to clarify his
record. He says he is not a six-
point program man.
Brown's stance — offering
more questions than answers
— gives fuel to his critics. But
he has retained his un-
precedented high in
popularity polls.
Brown, the son of former
California Gov. Edmund G.
"Pat" Brown, has taken a
conservative tack on several
grounds: keeping a no-new-
taxes pledge and signing bills
imposing mandatory prison
terms for heroin pushers and
for the use of a gun in the
commission of some crimes.
The state budget, now $11.8
billion, increased by 10.6 per
cent in Brown's first year in
office. That compares to an
average annual increase of
12.2 per cent in the Reagan
years. Brown worked with
legislators last year to cut a
proposed school finance bill
from $220 to $115 milion, then
used his veto power to cut




for other social services, in-
cluding Medi-Cal.
At the same time, he signed
a bill sought by liberals
abolishing a $40 million annual
oil depletion allowance for
major oil companies. He
issued an executive order
forbidding state chartered
savings and loan associations
from redlining ghetto areas
and denying loans to the poor
or members of minority
groups.
He also pushed for a
constitutional amendment,
now on the June 8 ballot,
which would make it possible
to increase bank and cor-
poration taxes- on a majority •
rather than two-thirds
legislative vote. And he signed
bills liberalizing marijuana
penalties and repealing sex
laws used against
homosexuals.
In his first year, Brown
negotiated a landmark
compromise law creating a
farm labor board to supervise
farmworker union elections in
the state's $6 billion
agriculture industry.
But that board is almost
defunct now. Its funds have
been cut off by rural
legislators who think Brown
and the board are biased
toward Cesar - .Chavez'
United Farm Workers.
Striking NBC Workers
To Vote On Contract
NEW YORK ( AP) — Some
1,700 striking NBC
technicians, newswriters and
other employes vote tonight on
a new four-year contract. If
they approve it, they'll end._
their seven-week strike and
return to work Monday.
That's the word from Ed
Lynch, head of the National
Association of Broadcast
Employes and Technicians
(NABET), whose members at
NBC walked off the job April 1
after failing to reach
agreement on a new contract.
"I hope they accept it," says
Lynch of the proposed con-
tract that would give most of
NBC's engineers and
newswriters $500 a week in the
final year of the pact.
Balloting is to end by midnight
Friday.
The union, whose members





approval of the proposed
contract.
But there could be a snag.
Lynch says the contract could
be turned down for the entire
membership if any of
NABET's 14 units at NBC
facilities vote to reject the
proposed agreement.
He said the agreement to
which NABET and NBC say
they've tentatively agreed
"simply says neither party is
obliged to sign (the contract)
if any unit doesn't ratify it."
The majority of NABET
members at NBC are
technicians. But the union's
jurisdiction also includes all
newswriters, as well as
building maintenance men
here, air conditioning
technicians here and in
Burbank. and mailroom
staffers and messengers in
Chicago, Lynch says.
If any NABET unit rejects
the proposed contract, he said,
the union's negotiators will try
to learn why and resolve any
differences. Asked what
happens if the unit still balks,
he only would say, "Anything
can happen."
On Wednesday a week ago.
NABET members rejected an
NBC contract offer on which
the union had made no
recommendations.
The main issues in the strike
have centered around
operation of the new light,
hand-held TV cameras called
"minicams" used in news
coverage, additional fees paid
NABET crews when they
aren't given a full hour for
lunch when in the field
covering news stories, and
work schedules,
However, "in recent weeks
it has been money," said
Lynch, whose troops are being
offered a total increase in pay
of 38 per cent over four years.
NBC's technical supervisors
and management personnel
have filled in for the strikers
since the labor dispute began,
occasionally with obvious
technical difficulties.
But the network says the
strike only has forced one
program change — post-
ponement of a new daytime
game show, "The Fun Fac-
tory," scheduled to premiere
in mid-April. Its planned time
slot currently is being filled
with repeats of "Magnificient
Marble Machine," which it
was to replace.
On environmental issues,
Brown has trod lightly,
refusing so far to take a
position on key coastline
conservation legislation or a
major nuclear safety
initiative on the June 8
California ballot.
Brown has sidestepped
taking a position on the
initiative by saying he wants
to see how three bills he has
endorsed on nuclear safety
proceed through the
legislature. He said he prefers
the legislative approach to the
problem rather than an
initiative which would require
another vote of the people if
any changes were required.
Good Shepherd To
Hold Services Here
Evangelical services will be
held at the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church,
located on New Concord High-




associate pastor of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray, will be the speaker
for the services at 7:30 each
evening.
The public is invited, a
church spokesman said.
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U.S. MAIMS 6,4 unc
Kau( man & Broad 1141 +ki
Ponderosa Systems 9% +%
Kimberly Clark V ' 414 -+-14
-Union Carbide 72% UDC
W. R. Grace 251k +44
Texaco 26% I-%
General Elec. 51% +%
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Georgia Pacific 5444 +Ps
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Jim Walters 41% unc
Kirsch 15% -1-111
Disney 53% inc
Franklin Mot 33% + 4
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Industrial Avg '-346
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Gen Motors 7141 +Vs
Gen. Tire  1914 -%
Goodrich  -44
Gulf Oil '25% +%
Perui wait 35% +%
Quaker Oats 264 use
Republic Steel 36% +44
Singer 20% 46
Tappan 10% -%
Western Union 1744 we
Zenith ..... 33k. -14
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
*1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 523 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady to weak
US 1-2 200-230 Ito. 149.50-49.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.  249,0049 50
US 2-4 340-260 lbs.  14800-4900
US 3-4 260-290 lbs.  147 00-48 00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 939.50-40 50
US 1-3300-450 lbs 340.00-41.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 340.50-41.50 few 4200








Spring Big Book $295° plus $1.98Fed. Ex. Tax
• TWO STEEL BELTS
• TWO POLYESTER RADIAL PLIES
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE Al SIMILAR SAVINGS
CUT $6w., $30.45 in Sears 1976 Spring Big Book
SEARS 42 
$ 2 4BATTERY
Call Sears TODAY for a Battery to fit your car
PRICES EXPIRE JUNE 21, 1976
• Prices we Catalog Ihv es • Delivery. Isslallabsis Eilrs
iSears! 
Sears Catalog Soles Office
Southside Manor Shopping Center
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